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INTRODUCTION
The continuing growth of state natural resource 
severance tax revenues, both in absolute terms and as a 
percentage of total tax collections, has focused greater 
attention on the growing dependence of some energy-rich 
states on the revenues from energy development. This 
dependence may be reflected not only by increasing severance 
tax revenues, but also, as in the case of Alaska, by rising 
corporate or property tax revenues.
Many states have only recently begun to recognize their 
relatively unstable positions in relying increasingly on 
severance tax receipts from nonrenewable energy resources 
Ccoal, oil, natural gas). This reliance puts them in the 
precarious position of balancing their budgets and state 
operating decisions on the backs of the energy industry 
whose health is determined by international markets, 
politics, prices and economies.
At the same time, threats to individual state resource 
taxation stability exist on another front. State severance 
taxes have been challenged on constitutional grounds and in 
Congress, as witnessed by the recent Montana coal severance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
tax challenge decided in the U.S. Supreme Court, and by a 
number of bills introduced in Congress to limit state energy 
severance taxes and impose a federal energy severance tax.
How individual states use the severance tax revenues 
helps determine how each state will be affected by rapid 
changes in the level of the revenues. States' severance tax 
proceeds are currently dedicated to trust funds, state 
general funds, and to earmarked programs such as those 
designed to mitigate resource extraction impacts, promote
I
alternative energy sources, or to directly reimburse 
citizens for resource depletion.
Short term policies for these tax revenues are often 
determined by prevailing economic conditions and the 
political environment, with continuing attempts by citizens 
and state legislators to reallocate portions of severance 
tax revenues for special interests, or perhaps towards more 
general fund support. Legislatures are not necessarily 
constrained by the earmarking decisions of earlier legisla­
tures, leading to frequent changes in earmarking.
As severance tax receipts increase, states may become 
more dependent on the income to finance state operations ; 
particularly as pressures build to lower or stabilize other 
taxes, this dependence on nonrenewable resource severance
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
tax income can easily translate into a dependence on non- 
renewable resource extraction itself. States may also find 
themselves in the position of increasing the cost of state 
operations to meet available and increasing energy tax 
revenues so that a recession in the energy industry can 
cause drastic impacts on the level of state operations. 
Changing revenues may severely affect programs funded by 
severance tax revenues, depending on the programs' funding 
from other sources.
In order to determine the importance of severance tax 
revenues for individual states, this study will analyze how 
individual state’s reliance on severance tax revenues has 
been changing, and what relationship exists between changes 
in severance tax revenues and changes in revenues from other 
tax sources. Through a comparison with the relationship of 
various tax sources for the nation as a whole, we will also 
be able to see how the trend in individual severance tax 
states varies from the nation as a whole.
This report will look at the trends in severance tax 
collections for twelve western and southern energy states, 
and for the nation as a whole, for the period 1970 - 1985. 
This study will analyze not only severance tax revenues, but 
also other tax revenues (general sales, individual income,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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corporate net income, and property tax) and the states’ 
changing dependence on these various tax revenues.
This study will include a more detailed anayIsis of the 
severance tax histories of Montana, the state with the 
highest effective coal severance tax in the nation, and 
Alaska, a state that finances more than 90% of its state 
operations with oil and gas revenues. These detailed 
analyses of two prominent severance tax-reliant states will 
provide us with us a better understanding of some of the 
issues and decisions facing other such states, issues which 
are not revealed by looking at the tax figures alone. These 
issues include state policy decisions regarding severance 
tax revenue earmarking, appropriations, trust funds and tax 
rates.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
I . SEVERANCE TAXES
The first part of this report will provide a general 
discussion of nonrenewable energy resource severance 
taxation, with a review of the history of severance taxes, 
economic and policy considerations supporting a severance 
tax, types of severance taxes, the impacts of particular 
types of severance taxes on resource development, and 
severance tax revenue allocation decisions. This information 
will be drawn from many detailed sources.
Mineral producers face a variety of taxes, including 
property taxes, income taxes, severance taxes, and sales 
taxes. Some states have taxes on energy use and conversion 
as well. The term 'severance tax’ describes a tax imposed 
on natural resources removed or severed from the land or 
water ; the tax can be on the physical amount of the resource 
produced, or on the value of the product. In actuality, 
severance taxes may also be called production taxes, excise 
taxes, privilege taxes, license taxes, occupation taxes, 
gross sales or gross receipts taxes, or net proceeds taxes.
History
Although severance taxes have become important sources 
of revenues for the states only within the last ten or
5
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Fifteen years, their history dates back much further. 
Severance taxation can be traced back to early times when 
mines were the property of the government, as with the gold 
and silver mines of Greece and Rome, and with European coun­
tries during the Middle Ages.’
Starch writes that one justification For this principle 
is found in the theories of the French and English school of 
economic thought that developed toward the end of the 18th 
century. These theories held that the ultimate source of all 
real wealth lies in natural resources, and that no single 
individual or generation had the right to exploit natural 
resources which belong to all citizens of the country and to 
posterity; that exploiters of natural resources should 
reimburse society for its loss of resources through a 
severance tax
U . S. severance tax history can be traced to Michigan’s 
4/S mine production tax in 1846, and its ore tonnage tax in 
1853. By 1320, nine states had severance taxes, although 
researchers note that at that time severance taxes were 
generally seen as a way of giving mines special tax treat-
U.S., Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines, 
Taxation. Mining. and the Severance Tax, by Karl Starch, 
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1979), pp. 
18-20.
= Ibid.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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ment ta encourage development rather than as a way to raise 
revenues.^
Severance Taxes and Rates 
A severance tax is not considered a property tax, but 
rather a type of excise tax on the extracted resource. It is 
normally levied where extraordinary returns or profits are 
expected. Severance taxes tend to raise the cut-off grade of 
the reserves since the lower-grade reserves may not be 
profitable to mine with the presence of the severance t a x .
The severance tax rate may be a per unit tax, applied 
to the quantity of the product extracted, or an ad valorem 
(percentage) tax applied to the value of the production. Per 
unit coal taxes are used in Colorado, Louisiana, New Mexico, 
and North Dakota, while Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming are a 
few of the states with ad valorem coal taxes. The severance
^ Ibid.; also, see U.S., Department of Agriculture, 
Economic Development Division, State Mineral Taxes. 1382. by 
Thomas Stinson and George Temple, Rural Development Research 
Report No. 36 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 
13B3), p. 3.
For detailed discussions of effects of severance 
taxes on production and reserves see Malcolm Gillis, "A Tale 
of Two Minerals : Severance Taxes on Energy Resources in the 
United States”, Growth and Change. January 1379, p. 65;
Sandra Blackstone, "Mineral Severance Taxes in Western
States : Economic, Legal and Policy Considerations”, Colorado 
School of Mines Duarterlu 75 (July 1900): 6; Stinson,
Mineral Taxes. p. 3; and U.S., Department of Agriculture,
State Taxation of Mineral Deposits and Production, by Thomas 
Stinson, Rural Devlopment Research Report No. 2 (Washington,
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1370), pp. 6-7.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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tax rate base may also differ with the quality of the
mineral, BTU value, or production method.
Since the per unit tax is a fixed rate per unit of
production, it does not respond to changes in the value of
the mineral, although some states may include escalator 
clauses which increase the unit rate for predetermined 
increases in a price index. Colorado, New Mexico and North 
Dakota are examples of states that use such escalator 
clauses.
Unlike an ad valorem propertu tax which is levied on 
the mine’s resource whether or not the resource is being 
extracted Cresulting in a faster depletion of the resource), 
an ad valorem severance tax is based on the value of the 
mi n e ’s production. Unlike the per unit severance tax, it 
adjusts to changes in the value of the resource. The benefit 
to taxing jurisdictions, of course, is that when the 
mineral’s value increases, so do the revenues to the taxing 
Jurisdiction. Likewise, as value decreases, so do the 
revenues, which can result in major problems for governments 
with a heavy reliance on energy resource revenues. As with 
the per unit tax, the ad valorem tax is not dependent on the 
mineral development’s profitability, so that low-profit and 
high profit mines with the same production are taxed the 
sa m e .
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
The value against which the ad valorem severance tax 
rate is applied varies widely from state to state : some 
states, like Montana, apply the rate against the contract 
sales price. Others use market value CIdaho, Texas) or gross 
value (Colorado, North Dakota, Oklahoma). States allow 
different deductions against these bases, such as credits or 
deductions for production or processing costs, royalties, or 
other taxes, and exemptions, for example, for small produc­
ers. The base, rate and allowable deductions vary among 
states so that it is quite difficult and often misleading to 
compare severance tax rates from one state to another.
Severance Tax Policies
Among energy states, there are many reasons given for 
establishing or raising severance taxes. States usually have 
more than one reason for appropriating resource rents, and 
will set the tax rate accordingly. Some of the Justifica­
tions include:
1 . The natural heritage theory which supports the idea 
that extraction of a nonrenewable resource deprives future 
generations of the benefits of that resource (their 'inheri­
tance’), and the state should appropriate some of the income 
from the extraction to compensate citizens for the loss.
This theory recognizes a stewardship responsibility on 
the part of the government for these nonrenewable resources.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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It attempts to replace the extracted resource with other 
capital assets, such as dollars or infrastucture.
E. Internalization of the environmental, social and 
economic costs of development not recognized by the market 
place, including desires to conserve finite resources, or to 
encourage slower, more orderly development.
These costs may include those associated with the 
front-end costs of mineral development Cincreased public 
costs from sudden population increases), the effects of 
large influxes of people on rural communities and changes in 
lifestyles, the risks associated with premature shutdowns 
and economic dependence on an industry characterized by 
boom-bust cycles, the "bust" side of development (sudden 
unemployment and loss of tax base), and unforseen environ­
mental costs.
This Justification may rely on the tax to control the 
growth of communities, and thus the severity of the boom- 
bust cycle. In doing so, it assumes the tax hinders develop­
ment .
3. A desire to capture some of the economic profits of 
energy resource development; simply put, the severance tax 
is a source of revenue. It is a redistribution of income
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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From the ultimate taxpayers to the taxing state, a dis­
tinction which may be particularly important when the tax is 
exported. The tax may be used to avoid, reduce or delay 
increases in other taxes, thus sharing the profits from the 
resource development with all the state’s residents.
These justifications are not without their critics. 
Some will argue that the state does not have a property 
right in the mineral resource over and above property taxes, 
so there really is no public property 'loss’ in resource 
development. Economist Albert Church and others have pointed 
out that unlike most other nations, the United States is one 
country where private landowners can own minerals.
Church also maintains that even with private ownership, 
the government has a stewardship responsibility over 
privately owned natural resources ; i.e., the government
retains the responsibility of ensuring that the natural 
endowment is not consumed, but is transformed into produc­
tive, man-made capital through regulatory and tax authority. 
Still others will suggest the property right belongs to all 
the citizens, not just residents of the taxing state.
“ Albert Church, State Severance Taxes-Issues and 
Policu Analusis on Their Level and Disposition CDenver: 
Western Governors’ Policy Office, 1382), p. 3; Blackstone,
Mineral Severance Taxes, p . 3.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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There is also the problem, when attempting to internal­
ize costs, of measuring those social, economic and environ­
mental costs. This problem obviously makes it difficult for 
states to set appropriate levels of taxation to cover these 
costs, although supporters of internalization of costs can 
argue that the state should not ignore such costs simply 
because such costs are difficult to measure. Some question 
the efficiency of conserving the mineral resource, consider­
ing the potential for new technology or substitution to make 
the saved resource worthless. Finally, there is the concern 
that increasing the industry’s share of the state tax burden 
will create an unhealthy reliance on the extraction itself.
The type of tax chosen can help determine state policy. 
It can also run contrary to the stated objective behind the 
tax. Unit taxes, where the same rate is applied to all ores, 
tend to discriminate against low-grade ores, because these 
ores typically have a lower return and will become uneconom­
ical to mine. Ad valorem taxes, which are based on a fixed 
percentage of the value of the product, tend to discriminate 
against ores with high mining costs (which are thus less 
profitable even before the severance tax). This "high 
grading”, or leaving marginal ores, produces less develop­
ment than would have occurred without the tax ; typically, 
the cost of going back in at a later date is uneconomical,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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so it is likely these ores will not be mined. Some question 
whether this will lead to waste instead of conservation.
Ultimately, the severance tax can be shifted forward to 
consumers or backwards to mineral owners, producers or, in 
some cases, workers. It may be exported to citizens in other 
states depending on the residence of the people who pay the 
tax. The ability to export the tax depends largely on the 
dominance of the taxing jurisdiction in the market for the 
resource, resource taxation in other states, and the 
potential for substitution of the taxed resource ; in short, 
elasticity of demand.
Some economists feel that in the case of domestic 
energy supplies, production taxes will fall, in the long 
run, primarily on the owners of the resource. The tax may be 
borne by producers in the short run Cor labor, if labor is 
immobile and sharing in the resource rents),** or may be 
passed on to consumers if, for example, contracts contain 
escalator clauses to reflect the increased taxes.
** See, for example, Uilliam Morgan and John Mutti, 
"Shifting, Incidence, and Inter-state Exportation of 
Production Taxes on Energy Resources”, Land Economics 57 
(August 19813:427-434; Gillis, Tale. pp. Bl- B 4 ; Charles 
McLure, "A Tale of Two Minerals : Severance Taxes on Energy 
Resources in the United States : Comment", Growth and Change, 
January 1979, pp. 72-74 ; and Blackstone, Mineral Severance 
Taxes, p p . 7-9.
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II. STATE SEVERANCE TAX USAGE NATIONWIDE AND 
TAX TRENDS FOR TWELVE STUDY STATES
This next section is an overview of state severance tax 
usage nationwide, summarizing information on state severance 
tax collections, tax rates, and severance tax income as a 
share of total state tax revenue. These data, drawn largely 
from the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of the Census’ 
annual ’’State Government Tax Collections” reports, will be 
used to analyze the tax trends for twelve study states and 
the nation in general, of which 33 states reported severance 
tax income in 1985. These twelve states, all with severance 
tax revenue, provided 88% of toal severance tax income
nationwide in 1982.
Information will be given on various state programs
funded by severance tax revenues in the twelve states, 
including permanent funds and special earmarked funds. The 
twelve western and southern study states are Alaska, 
Colorado, Idaho, Louisiana, Montana, New Mexico, North 
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Utah and Wyoming.
Nonrenewable Energy Resource Taxation
In the past fifteen years, the importance of domestic 
energy resources has grown dramatically, in large part
l*i
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because of the oil supply problems of the early 1970’s and 
the attempts to reduce national reliance on energy supplies 
from unstable international economies. The substantial 
increases in domestic oil prices, meanwhile, achieved 
largely because of OPEC price fixing, and the improved 
competitive position of other domestic energy resources
because of attempts to reduce dependence on oil have
awakened many states to the profitability of the resource 
industries and led to increased taxing of those profits by 
the states. Many states now use nonrenewable energy resource 
revenues to fund a larger part of their operating budgets, 
putting the states in the precarious position of balancing
their budgets and state operating decisions on the health of
the energy industries, whose rises and falls are determined 
by international markets, politics, prices and economics.
Many energy-rich states have felt the depressing 
effects of such a dependence in the last few years when oil 
prices plunged and forced many states to cut state opera­
tions and turn to other tax sources to make up for falling 
severance tax revenues. The recession in the oil industry 
and resulting state crises also demonstrated the 
relationship in these states between oil prices (which help 
determine revenues), and state expenditures. Notice the 
relationship between Oklahoma’s fluctuating oil prices and 
state operations appropriations, as noted in the National
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Conference of State Legislatures’ May/June Fiscal Letter 
CFig. 1).
Fig. 1. Oklahoma government operations appropriations 
versus price per barrel of oil.
FIGURE 1
OKLAHOMA GOVERNMENT OPERATIONS APPROPRIATIONS 
VERSUS 
PRICE PER BARREL OF OIL
I i c i i k m .  
G 2400 L
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0 1600
T 800
79 81 83
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Source; Oklahoma Houae Flacal Diwlsion. May 1986.
87
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Since 1370, the number of states imposing severance 
taxes on natural resources has risen from 28 to 33. Not only 
has the number of states with a severance tax risen, but 
many of the states have increased their severance tax rates 
in that same period. As a result, severance tax revenues 
nationwide have risen from less than 3B700 million in 1970 to 
S7.2 billion in 1385, making the severance tax the fourth 
most productive source of revenue of all state tax revenues
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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in 1985.‘ TABLE 1 shows national severance tax revenue 
totals for selected years 1970 to 1905.
TABLE 1.— Total severance tax revenues, all 
states, for selected years 1970 - 1985
Revenues Percent of Total
C$000) Tax Collections
1970 686,000 1.4
1975 1,741,000 2.2
1980 4,207,758 3.1
1985 7,211,177 3.7
Nationally, severance tax income is the most erratic of 
the five taxes studied, with nationwide annual total 
increases in revenue ranging from about 3% in 1972 to almost 
52% in 1981, but with actual decreases in revenue for each 
of the last three years CFig. 2). The average annual growth 
in severance tax revenues since 1970 has been 18%, the 
largest average annual growth of the five taxes® and one 
which exceeds the annual average growth for total tax 
revenues of 11%. However, since 1982, severance tax revenues 
have decreased almost 8%, compared to a 34% increase in 
total non-severance tax revenues during that same period.
*■ Behind general sales, individual income, and corpo­
rate net income. Does not include selective sales and 
license taxes.
® Includes general sales, individual income, corporate 
net income, property and severance taxes.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Fig. 2. Annual average increases nationwide For the 
Five major tax sources 1370 - 1385.
60
50 -
40  -
3 0 -
20 :
10
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Û Sales + Property 6 Individual Corporate x Severance
Income
For individual severance tax states, the shiFt in 
dependence on severance tax revenues has been more dramatic 
because the national totals are diluted by the many states 
that do not have a severance tax. TABLE 2 shows reliance 
Figures For the twelve study states For selected years 1370 
to 1305.
Only two oF the twelve study states did not increase 
severance tax dependence between 1370 and 1385. Idaho’s
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reliance has decreased, and has never been above 1%. 
Louisiana’s 1905 level of 19% was about two-thirds its 1970 
level, and down substantially From its high of 36% in 1975. 
The other ten states increased reliance dramatically, with 
1985 severance tax reliance levels up to ten times 1970 
levels. All of the states in the study, except Alaska, 
reached a peak in reliance on severance tax revenues prior 
to 1985, most in 1982 or 1983.
TABLE 2.— Severance tax reliance (severance 
tax as a percent of total tax collections) 
for twelve study states for selected years
1970 - 1985
ALASKA COLORADO IDAHO LOUISIANA
1970 12.5 1970 .2 1970 .2 1970 29.9
1975 13.1 1975 .3 1975 .2 1975 35.91980 35.2 1980 2.1 1980 .4 1980 21.9
1985 73.7 1985 1.3 1985 .1 1985 19.3
MONTANA NEW MEXICO NORTH DAKOTA OKLAHOMA
1970 3.7 1970 13.0 1970 2.6 1970 10.1
1975 6.3 1975 13.7 1975 2.6 1975 14.51980 21.7 1980 23.1 1980 11.8 1980 24.6
1985 23.5 1985 27.2 1985 25.5 1985 23.8
SOUTH DAKOTA TEXAS UTAH WY0MIN6
1970 .0 1970 13.8 1970 1.7 1970 5.1
1975 .0 1975 18.3 1975 1.6 1975 12.0
1900 0.9 1900 22.6 1980 1.3 1980 27.2
1985 1.3 1985 18.8 1985 3.7 1985 50.1
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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For all twelve states, the share of total tax revenues 
attributable to severance tax income increased during the 
1970 - 1985 period generally because the growth of severance 
tax revenues exceeded the growth of other tax revenues, and 
not simply because other taxes decreased. Montana's and 
Wyoming's severance tax increases were caused primarily by 
increases in coal tax revenues; for the other study states, 
the increases were caused by oil and gas revenue increases. 
In the 1980's severance tax revenues began dropping, and 
some states (e.g., Colorado, Idaho, Louisiana, North Dakota, 
Oklahoma, South Dakota and Utah) raised other taxes to 
compensate.
All of the twelve states experienced declines in 
severance tax revenues in at least one of the last three 
years. Appendix A shows severance tax revenues for the study 
states for the years 1370 to 1905. Oklahoma was the only 
study state that experienced an increase in severance tax 
collections in 1983; three oil-rich states (Alaska, Louisi­
ana and Texas) had declines in each of the last three years, 
so their 1905 revenues were below 1982 levels. Only four of 
the twelve states (Montana, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming) 
have 1985 severance tax revenues greater than 1982 levels.
Taxation Trends 
This study looks at four major tax sources besides the 
severance tax (income, property, corporate net income and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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general sales), and the relationship of these four taxes to 
severance tax revenues. In 1970, four of the twelve study 
states (Montana, Oklahoma, South Dakota and Texas) relied on 
these five tax sources for less than 50% of their total tax 
income. Three of these four states (Montana, South Dakota 
and Texas) were the only study states whose reliance on the 
five major tax sources was below 70% in 1985. They depended 
more on license taxes (Texas, 14%; Montana, 9%; and South 
Dakota, 9%; nationally, 6%) and selective sales taxes (South 
Dakota, 31%; Texas, 30%; and Montana, 22%; nationally, 
17%).= Alaska is by far the leader in reliance on the five 
taxes, even without a general sales tax, depending on them 
for 90% of state tax revenue in 1905, down from a high of 
96% in 1981.
Although most of the twelve states have increased 
reliance on severance tax revenues dramatically since 1970, 
it should be noted that for five of the twelve states, it is 
unlikely that increasing severance tax revenues have played 
much if any role in these states’ abilities to decrease or 
eliminate other taxes. For four of the twelve study states 
(Colorado, Idaho, South Dakota, Utah), severance tax 
revenues have never contributed more than 3% of total state 
tax revenues. Although Louisiana’s severance tax revenues
^ "State Government Tax Collections in 1985”, U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, p.6.
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have increased, its severance tax share of total state tax 
revenues has decreased, while three other major sources of 
tax revenues for the state have increased in both dollars 
and share of total tax income.
Each of the other seven study states, however, 
substantially increased reliance on severance tax revenues 
since 1370. Together, these seven states contributed 75% of 
total severance taxes nationwide in 1385. All relied on 
severance tax revenues for at least 13% of total state tax 
revenues in 1385, with six of the seven relying on severance 
taxes for at least 24% of total tax income. The average 
reliane of the seven was 35%. Of these seven, five were 
without at least one of the five major tax sources, and the 
other two were able to decrease reliance on a tax sources. 
TABLE 3 provides information on selected taxes for each of 
those seven study states.
Two states had severance tax revenues that exceeded the 
total for all other taxes. Alaska’s severance tax revenues 
have greatly exceeded all other tax revenues combined since 
1381. In Wyoming, severance taxes exceeded all other taxes 
in 1382, 1383 and again in 1385. Fig. 3 shows graphs for 
both Alaska and Wyoming severance tax and non-severance tax 
revenues. In addition, for six of the twelve study states, 
severance tax revenues were the largest single source of tax
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TABLE 3.— Selected tax revenues and tax reliance figures for 
seven study states 1970 and 1985
CS Millions) Percent*
Alaska : Property Tax
1970
0
1985
120.5
1970
0
1985
6
Individ. Income 32.4 1.3 38 X
Severance Tax 10.8 1389.3 13 74
No general sales tax Cl of 5 states nationwide). 
Added property tax in 1976. Eliminated individual 
income tax in 1980.
Montana: Property 8.1 41.9
Individ. Income 38.9 181.1
Severance Tax 4.7 150.7
6
30
4
7
28
24
No general sales t a x .
New Mexico : Property Tax 14.5 6.4 5 X
Individ. Income 35.7 85.0 13 6
Severance Tax 35.4 390.8 13 27
N . Dakota: General Sales 42.9 187.5 35 27
Individ. Income 15.4 76.2 13 11
Corporate Net 3.0 84.4 3 12
Severance Tax 3.2 176.3 3 26
Oklahoma: Individ. Income 50.5 727.1 10 24
Severance Tax 50.5 708.9 10 24
No property tax Cl of 8 states nationwide).
Texas: General Sales 552 .6 4244.8 28 37
Property 64.1 0 3 0
Severance Tax 273 .2 2175.3 14 19
No individual income tax Cl of 6 states).
No corporate net income tax.
Eliminated property tax in 1981.
Wyoming: General Sales 31 .0 179.8 37 22
Severance Tax 4.3 404.0 5 50
No individual income tax.
No corporate net income t a x .
*  X  - Less than 1 percent.
Table does not include taxes which have shown only a very 
slight change in the level of reliance since 1970.
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Fig. 3. Alaska and Wyoming severance tax and 
non-severance tax revenues 1970 - 19B5
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revenue For the state For at least one year since 1970 
CTABLE 4 D .
TABLE 4.— Study states with severance tax revenues as 
largest single source oF tax revenue 1970 - 1905
Years when severance tax revenues 
were largest single source oF tax 
State revenue:
Alaska Since 1981
Louisiana Eight years since 1970
Montana 1982
North Dakota 1982 and 1983
Oklahoma 1980 through 1984
Wyoming Since 1982
For Five states (Colorado, Louisiana, North Dakota, 
Texas and Utah), total non-severance tax revenue experienced 
its largest increase in IB years For one oF the last three 
years, during a time when severance tax revenues began 
Falling. Only three states (Montana, North Dakota and South 
Dakota) had overall increases (1970-1985) in total non­
severance tax revenues less than the national average.
Severance Tax Revenue Dedications 
One Factor which cannot be overlooked when judging the 
importance oF severance tax revenues in state budgets is how 
the severance tax revenues are dedicated. For the twelve 
study states, the three areas which most oFten received 
severance tax revenues were state general Funds, state 
permanent Funds and Funding For areas impacted by resource 
development.
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Eleven of the twelve states directed at least part of 
state energy tax revenues to the state’s general fund, with 
percentage dedications ranging up to 100%. Eight have some 
kind of local impact area account which receives severance 
tax revenues.
Six have a permanent fund to help preserve some of the 
energy tax revenues, receiving up to 50% of certain state 
tax revenues. Five of these six are constitutional trust 
Funds. Some permanent funds can be loaned to impacted areas 
(North Dakota), or used for water development projects 
(Colorado), or for state economic development (Montana). 
Interest earnings on the permanent funds in Colorado, New 
Mexico and Wyoming are allocated to the state general fund; 
North Dakota’s permanent fund earnings must first be used to 
repay bad loans from the fund principal, and the rest goes 
to the state general fund. In Montana, 15% of the earnings 
is returned to the permanent fund and the rest is available 
for appropriation. Alaska is the only state of the six study 
states with a permanent fund that requires that enough of 
the interest earnings be returned to the permanent fund to 
cover inflation.
Montana allows the principal of its permanent fund to 
be spent by three-fourths vote of each house of the 
legislature. New Mexico’s Constitution now prohibts
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expenditure of its permanent fund; prior to 1982, the 
Constitution had allowed the principal of the fund to be 
spent by a three-fourths vote of both houses of the
legislature. Other states refer to their funds as
"permanent", "inviolate", or a trust without specifying
under what conditions the fund principal can be spent.
Other programs which receive dedications from state 
energy severance taxes include school funding (Montana,
Oklahoma and Texas), economic development (Montana),
highways (Montana, Oklahoma, and Wyoming), and renewable 
resources (Montana, North Dakota). Appendix B provides a 
summary of severance tax rates and allocations within the 
twelve states.
Energy Revenue Trends: Summary
Clearly, severance tax revenues have become a more 
important source of revenue for many states since 1370: the 
number of states with severance taxes has increased; the 
revenues from severance taxes have increased more than ten­
fold; and many states have increased their reliance on 
severance tax revenues as well. Severance taxes were the 
fastest growing source of tax revenue during the 1970 - 1902 
period.
Ten of the twelve study states, which contributed 96% 
of total severance tax revenues nationwide in 1985, have
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increased reliance on severance tax revenues since 1970. For 
both Alaska and Wyoming, severance tax revenues have 
exceeded the total For all other taxes for at least three of 
the last four years. For four other states, the severance 
tax has been the single largest source of tax revenue for at 
least one year since 1962. Meanwhile, increasing severance 
tax revenues have allowed many of the states to avoid 
imposing a new tax CAlaska, Montana, Oklahoma, Texas, 
Wyoming), to eliminate a tax (Alaska, Texas), or to decrease 
levels of other taxes (New Mexico, North Dakota, Wyoming).
Severance tax revenues, however, have been erratic, and 
have decreased in the past three years. Some states have 
responded to decreasing mineral production, and thus 
decreasing revenues, through increases in non-severance tax 
rates, decreases in energy tax rates, or increased severance 
tax revenue dedications and appropriations to the state 
general fund.
Colorado, for example, amended its coal tax in 1984 to 
increase the quarterly exemption to the tax from 8,000 tons 
each quarter to 25,000 tons each quarter. The statute 
indicates that the increased exemption is intended to be 
"temporary and not extended, made necessary because of 
current economic conditions in the state’s coal mining
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industry”, and is effective from July, 1904 through June, 
1907 CC.R.S 39-29-106).
Although some states in the early 1900’s began dedicat­
ing less of the severance tax revenues to state general 
funds and more to impact accounts and permanent funds*» 
Cperhaps as a response to rising mineral tax revenues), some 
are now going after those same revenues for general 
government support as the other revenues fall, either 
through new dedications, or by direct appropriations. Some 
appropriations divert revenues from earmarked accounts for 
temporary needs.
For example, Colorado diverted mineral taxes from the 
severance tax trust fund to a capital construction fund for 
fiscal years 1904 and 1965, and Montana appropriated funds 
from the alternative energy account and local impact account 
to the state general fund For 1906 through 1969.
Oil states have been hit hard economically as a result 
of falling oil prices, forcing dastic changes in oil states’ 
tax structures and operating budgets in 1986 and 1907. 
Texas, with taxes on the oil and gas industry amounting to a 
third of state tax receipts, expects to lose $100 million
See, for example, Colorado, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Wyoming.
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For every $1 decrease in the price of a barrel of oil. In 
February, 1966, the state was facing a $1.3 billion deficit 
for the biennium, prompting one legislator to comment "We 
built our budget for the last ten years on the inflated 
price of oil while oil was going up. Now we have to pay the 
price as oil is coming back down.”® The governor ordered 13% 
across-the-board cuts, and legislators increased the sales 
tax, which contributed 37% of total tax revenue in 1985.
Oklahoma is another state hit hard by decling oil 
prices. Severance tax collections are expected to be 36% 
below the original 1966 estimate; income tax collections, 6% 
below; and sales tax collections, 15% below. Its appropria­
tion level for fiscal year 1967 is 19% below 1986. From 1963 
to 1965, the state had cut spending, used up reserves and 
increased taxes to make up for falling revenues. This year, 
the legislature has cut capital expenditures to zero, cut 
operations by 14%, dipped into insurance protest funds and 
reallocated special funds, closed outmoded institutions, and 
is reconsidering the state commitment to local government 
which has in the past subsidized property taxes.^
® State Rep. Stan Schlueter, quoted in Bernard L. 
Weinstein and Harold T. Gross, "An Economic Role Reversal", 
State Legislatures CDenver; National Conference of State 
Legislatures, April 1986), pp. 22-24.
^ Douglas J. Enevoldsen, "Oklahoma’s Budget Crisis : 
The Legislature’s Response", The Fiscal Letter 8 CMay/June 
1966): 5-9.
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Other oil states have made similar changes: In its 1966 
session, the New Mexico legislature passed $150 million in 
gross receipts, income tax, and sales tax increases. 
Louisiana passed 5% across-the-board cuts to avoid a budget 
deficit, along with significant tax increases, including a 
sales tax increase. Alaska, which finances over 90% of its 
state operations from oil and gas revenues, is also facing 
severe budget problems which are detailed in the next 
section.
In an article analyzing the recent shift in economic 
power from the nation’s south and midwest to the northeast, 
one observer noted:
For decades these CSouthwest! states have taxed 
their natural-resource based industries heavily while 
letting other sectors of the regional economy escape 
virtually untaxed. In retrospect, this strategy was both 
inequitable and inefficient. In today’s environment of 
significant shortfalls and deficits, the energy 
producing states might do well to lower taxes on their 
traditional industries and begin to broaden their 
economic bases to avoid future economic crises.^
In view of current efforts by many of the energy states to
increase non-energy related taxes and lower energy taxes,
such advice has not gone unheeded. The point is clear : many
energy-rich states have become heavily dependent on energy
resource revenues to fund state operations, and are now in
the midst of fiscal crisis because of that dependence.
Weinstein, ”An Economic Role Reversal”, p. 24
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As the oil crisis has illustrated, the boom-and-bust 
cycle often associated with energy development is not 
limited to local economies ; the bust can have a severe 
effect on state economies as wel1. The more that individual 
states rely on energy revenues for day-to-day expenses, the 
more severe the bust as energy prices or development 
declines. Relying on such revenues is a risk, and residents 
of states heavily dependent on energy revenues are facing 
the results of that reliance.
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III. Severance Tax Case Histories of Alaska and Montana
The last part of this report will analyze the severance 
tax histories of Alaska and Montana, states in the forefront 
of severance tax discussions, by examining each state’s 
nonrenewable energy resource tax revenues, mineral produc­
tion, legislative statutes, and severance tax revenue 
allocations and investments. This information will help 
illustrate in more detail energy resource tax income and tax 
allocation decisions. The case studies will look at enabling 
statutes, histories of mineral tax rates and tax revenues, 
comparisons with total tax incomes, and trends in usage of 
tax receipts, i.e., patterns and changing priorities.
Alaska
For many years, Alaska’s natural abundance and beauty 
contrasted sharply with its tight financial resources. It 
was a huge, sparsely populated wilderness frontier, drawing 
its existence from the development of its magnificent 
natural resources - its waters, timber and wildlife. Its 
early history included the fur trade of the 10th Century and 
continued with the gold rush and fishing industries.
Abruptly, its course changed with the discovery of the 
Prudhoe Bay oilfield in 1968, located almost 300 miles north
33
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of the Arctic Circle. Today, it is a state with a $7.7 
billion trust Fund, burgeoning government operations, and an 
uncertain Future. Its leaders are struggling with the 
problems oF plummeting oil prices and decreasing oil 
production, and the resulting lowered state oil revenues, 
which make up more than 80% oF total state general Fund 
revenues.
Since 1968, the state has overhauled its oil and gas 
tax structure, its corporate tax, and its individual income 
and property taxes many times, so that the tax revenues oF 
today bear little resemblence to those oF 1970. In 1985, oil 
and gas severance tax collections amounted to 74% oF total 
state tax collections, compared to 13% in 1970. The individ­
ual income tax, which the Legislature eliminated in 1980, 
contributed 38% oF total tax revenues in 1970. The trend has 
been towards greater and greater reliance on revenues 
directly related to oil and gas, and lesser contributions 
From individuals.
Mineral Taxation History, Rates and Revenues 
Alaska’s history oF mineral taxation began during the 
early part oF this century, long beFore Alaska became a 
state. The 1st Territorial Legislature passed a mining 
license tax in 1913 on all hard minerals. Decades later, 
shortly aFter the Federal Bureau oF Land Management issued 
272 oil and gas leases, the legislature passed an oil and
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gas conservation tax. The same legislature in special 
session in 1955 passed an oil and gas production tax of 1%.
The first hint of Alaska’s tremendous oil and gas
wealth came in 1957 with the discovery of the Swanson River 
oil field in the Kenai National Moose Range. A second major 
Kenai discovery followed, along with the Cook Inlet discov­
eries. As early as 1959, oil and gas revenues were a 
moderate source of revenue for Alaska because of the Cook 
Inlet oil field; the state’s share of federal royalty 
payments from that field amounted to 145s of the state’s 
budget that year.‘
The real bonanza, however, the wealth that changed
Alaska’s future, was the I960 discovery of oil at Prudhoe
Bay, the largest oilfield ever discovered in the United 
States, and one of the largest in the world. It triggered a 
$900 million lease sale by the state the next year - $900 
million paid by oil companies for the chance to discover 
o i l .
The same year as the Prudhoe Bay discovery, the 
legislature raised the production tax from 1% to 3%. This 
schedule did not last long, as the state changed the entire
James Packard Love, Policu Makers Guide to Revenue 
Forecasting - A Look Inside the ’’Black Box" (Cambridge: Har­
vard University, 1901), p. 10.
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tax structure two years later with production tax rates of 
3%-8% on oil and 4?£ on gas. At the same time, it repealed 
two other taxes, including the conservation tax, so that 
there was no increase in the overall oil tax rate. ==
Three years later, in 1373, the Legislature again
reformed the oil and gas tax structure, and enacted a new
oil and gas regulation and conservation tax. In 1374 and
1375, the state experienced a cash crunch, and established a 
two-year reserves tax (effective 1376 and 1377) on the value 
of oil and gas in place. The tax raised $433 million, with 
credits given for the tax paid against future production 
taxes. These credits were used by 1380.
During this time, two studies in particular examined 
oil and gas taxation : the Tanzer report concluded that
Alaska could significantly increase taxation and still allow 
the oil companies enough profits to reward their efforts.® 
An Alaska Department of Revenue study anayzed the impacts of 
federal price controls and high transportation costs on oil 
and gas production, and also examined the effects of 
Alaska’s production tax on production from a field as the
^ Thomas Williams, Overview of the Development of 
Alaska’s Present Tax Structure Cn.p., [1378]), p.12-8.
® Ibid., p.12-12.
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field reached the end of its economically recoverable 
reserves.^
Subsequently, the Governor introduced and the legisla­
ture passed a bill in 1977 to change the oil and gas tax 
rates, with floors on the state’s combined tax and royalty 
income and an 'economic limit factor' to encourage the 
production of declining or marginal petroleum fields. The 
'economic limit factor' lowers the effective tax rate on a 
field as the average daily well production decreases, and is 
still used today.
The legislature changed the tax rates in 1981, with a 
new oil production tax rate of 15% on oil produced after 
June 30, 1981 from existing leases, and 12.25% for the first 
five years of new production and 15% thereafter for future 
leases (A .S . 43.55.0111. These rates are still in effect 
today. The current gas production tax rate is 10% of gross 
value or 6.4 C/mcf, whichever is greater. The regulation and 
conservation tax is one-eighth cent per barrel CA.S. 43.571. 
The oil and gas production tax accounts for virtually all of 
the severance tax revenues (TABLE 51. All revenues go to the 
state general fund.
Ibid.
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TABLE 5.— Alaska severance tax collections C$000)
TOTAL OIL AND GAS OIL AND 5A3
SEVERANCE PRODUCTION CONSERVATION
TAX REVENUES REVENUES REVENUES
1970 10,730
1971 14,491
1972 14,905
1973 14,099 11,469
1974 17,515 14,760 3
1975 26,619 26,542 77
1976 27,973 27,901 77
1977 23,758 23,705 53
1978 107,715 107,600 115
1979 173,635 173,491 194
1980 506,469 506,163 306
1981 1,170,130 1, 169,885 295
1932 1,571,553 1,570,916 637
1983 1,494,034 1,493,323 706
1934 1,393,039 1,392,394 645
1935 1,339,262 1,333,541 721
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 1
"State Government Tax Collections", 1970 - 1935
In addition to these severance taxes, Alaska receives 
petroleum income from royalties, bonus sales and rents, 
federal mineral rents and royalties, and corporate and 
property taxes. The oil and gas production tax and royalties 
generate the largest revenues.
As can be seen in the graph in Fig. 4, Alaska severance 
tax revenues experienced a phenomenal growth beginning after 
1977, with average annual increases in collections of 73% in 
the 1375-1905 period. The largest growth was in the 1978- 
1901 period, when average annual increases amounted to 104%.
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Alaska’s per capita severance tax collections reached a peak 
of $3,733 in 1982, falling to $2,667 in 1385, by far the 
highest per capita tax collections in the nation.
Fig. 4. Alaska tax revenues, 1370 - 1385.
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Not suprisingly, the state’s reliance an severance tax 
revenues also increased dramatically (Fig. 5). In 1370,
severance tax revenues accounted for less than 14% of total 
state tax collections. By 1385, this share had risen to 74%, 
its highest level to date. Although these severance tax
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reliance Figures are influenced not only by changes in 
severance tax revenues but also by changes in other tax 
revenues (which was particularly the case in 137B and 1977 
when corporate property tax revenues increased five-fold 
before falling again, due to the reserves tax), increasing 
severance tax revenues are primarily the cause for the rise 
in reliance on these revenues.
Fig. 5. Alaska individual tax collections 
(as percent of total tax collections).
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A better indicator of Alaska’s reliance on petroleum 
revenues comes by looking at all petroleum revenues, not 
Just severance tax revenues. Petroleum revenues also include 
royalty, petroleum corporate tax, and petroleum property tax
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revenues; income From bonus sales, rents, Federal mineral 
rents and royalties, and the two-year reserves tax.
As TABLE B illustrates, total unrestricted petroleum 
revenues have increased From S47 million in 1971 to over 
52.7 billion in 1985. CIn 1370, a year aFter the discovery 
oF Prudhoe Bay, the state received an extraordinary $300 
million in bonus leases.) Severance tax revenues now account 
For halF oF all unrestricted petroleum revenues. Unre­
stricted petroleum revenues do not include the share oF 
royalties, rents and Federal receipts that by law and 
Constitution are dedicated to the state’s Permanent Fund.
TABLE 6.— Alaska general Fund unrestricted petroleum
revenues C$ millions)
Total
Petroleum
Revenues
Corporate
Petroleum
Severance
Tax
Royalties* Property
Tax
Bonus
Sales*
Rents* Intergov.
Receipts
1970 938.9 0.4 7.9 19.3 900.0 3.1 8.2
1971 47.0 0.9 10.5 23.9 0.2 2.9 8.6
1972 48.4 1.2 11.4 24.6 0.3 3.0 7.9
1973 50.3 0.9 12.0 23.5 3.8 3.4 6.7
1974 80.2 1.2 14.8 28.7 24.8 3.6 7.1
1975 90.4 2.5 26.6 40.0 6.6 1.0 3.9 9.8
1976 391.5 4.9 28.0 43.3 83.4 3.7 5.1
1977 477.6 5.0 23.8 34.3 139.1 2.8 2.0
1978 441.5 8.4 107.7 149.6 173.0 1.8 1.0
1979 821.6 232.6 173.8 249.2 163.4 1.6 1.0
1980 2,256.5 547.5 506.5 688.2 168.9 342.4 1.8 1.2
1981 3,304.3 860.1 1,170.2 1,118.5 143.0 7.6 3.7 1.2
1982 3,574.8 668.9 1,581.7 1,157.3 142.7 5.0 2.1 17.1
1983 3.026.6 236.0 1,493.7 1,078.4 152.6 36.2 2.5 27.2
1984 2,861.6 265.1 1,393.1 1,047.5 131.0 10.1 3.8 11.0
1985 2,743.5 168.6 1,389.4 1,034.0 128.4 11.5 3.4 8.2
irce: Alaska Department of Revenue, "Revenue Sources, January, 
t Net of Permanent Fund Contribution
1986", p.37.
Tax
223.1
270.6
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These unrestricted petroleum revenues have constituted 
a larger and larger share of general fund unrestricted 
revenues (TABLE 7). In 1971, unrestricted petroleum revenues 
comprised 21% of general fund revenues; in 1985, the share 
was at 84%, down from a high of 90% in 1980.
TABLE 7.— Alaska general fund revenues C$ millions)
Total Unrestricted Percent
Unrestricted Petroleum of
Revenues Revenues General Func
1970 1,067.3 938.9 83
1971 220.4 47.0 21
1972 219.2 48.4 22
1973 208.2 50.3 24
1974 254.9 80.2 31
1975 333.4 90.4 27
1976 709.8 391.5 55
1977 874.3 477.6 55
1978 764.9 441.5 58
1979 1,133.0 821.6 73
1980 2,501.2 2,256.5 90
1981 3,718.2 3,304.3 89
1982 4,108.4 3,574.8 87
1983 3,631.0 3,026.6 83
1984 3,390.1 2,861.6 84
1985 3,260.0 2,743.5 84
Source: Alaska Department of Revenue, 'Revenue Sources, June, 1986', p.7.
Clearly, Alaska has become a state heavily dependent on 
oil and gas revenues. It is important, however, to look at 
oil and gas revenues relative to other tax sources and to 
expenditure policies. These relationships will provide a 
better picture of the role of mineral tax revenues in state 
operations.
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Taxation Trends
This section of the Alaska study examines the severance 
tax relative to three other major tax sources: property tax, 
individual income tax, and corporate net income tax CAlaska 
does not have a sales tax), for the sixteen-year period 
1370-85. Up until 1975, the tax ranking for these four 
taxes, in terms of revenues, was consistently individual 
income tax first, severance tax second, corporate income tax 
third and property tax fourth. Beginning in 1375, Alaska’s 
tax revenue picture changed dramatically.
As Fig. 4 showed, except for the effect of the property 
tax Jump and decline, Alaska’s total tax revenues climbed 
steadily and steeply beginning in 1374, reached a peak in 
1382, and have declined since then. Total tax revenues have 
largely followed the pattern of severance tax and corporate 
tax revenues (which are both dependent on oil and gas 
activity).
Alaska’s total tax collections per capita rose from 
5282 in 1970 to 53,620 in 1385, down from a high of 56,031 
in 1382. These per capita tax collections, which have always 
exceeded the national average, were four times the national 
average for 1385. Its 1382 per capita tax collections were 
more than eight times the national average, primarily 
because of severance tax collections (TABLE 8).
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TABLE 8.— Alaska and U.S. per capita tax collections.
U. S. Alaska
Total Tax Collections Total Tax Collections
Per Capita $ Per Capita $
1970 240.11 281.971971 250.44 326.051972 288.35 314.101973 324.92 330.371974 351.91 364.111975 377.30 557.421976 417.15 1,567.561977 472.18 1,871.671978 520.47 1,369.771979 570.17 2,011.601930 623.91 3,576.141981 662.95 5,623.361982 720.02 6,031.341983 739.72 4,253.821984 837.89 3,907.431985 902.40 3,619.60
Source; U.S. Oeoartment of Commerce,, Bureau of the Census
'State Government Tax Collections', 1970 - 1985
□verall, Alaska’s reliance on the four taxes has 
increased. In 1370, it relied on these tax sources for less 
than 60% of its tax revenue C it did not have property tax 
income in 1370, so relied on only three sources). Selective 
sales and use taxes and gross receipts taxes contributed 
much of the difference. The share from these four major 
taxes Jumped to over 80% in 1375 with the introduction of 
the property tax, and to 31% in 1985, down from a high of 
95% in 1381 and 1982, even though the individual income tax 
was eliminated in 1980 CFig. 5).
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Mineral Tax Revenue Dedications
Unlike other states, Alaska's Constitution prohibits, 
with one exception, the earmarking of state taxes or 
licenses (Article 3, Section 7, Alaska Constitution). This 
prohibition stems from the concern of delegates at Alaska’s 
Constitutional Convention that dedicated funds are unrespon­
sive to changing needs;= the language itself notes a need 
for flexibility in budgeting and financial control.
As oil and gas revenues increased, however, the idea of 
a permanent fund as a means to control the boom-bust cycle 
associated with mineral development became more popular. 
Traditionally, all mineral revenues went to the state’s 
general fund, and many Alaskans feared the potential boom in 
state spending that could result from the influx of such 
large amounts of money.
After two attempts to establish a permanent fund 
stalled because of the constitutional prohibition against 
dedicated funds, the Legislature passed and Alaska voters 
approved in 1976 a constitutional amendment requiring 
dedication of at least 25% of certain oil and gas revenues 
to a Permanent Fund. The principal of the fund cannot be 
appropriated by the Legislature.
® Alaska Rural Research Agency, Alaska Permanent Fund 
Legislative Historu. Intent, and Operations (Juneau: Alaska 
State Senate, January 1386), pp. 2-3.
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This lone exception to the prohibition against dedi­
cated funds is designed so that only revenues received 
because of a profit share in the resource are dedicated to 
the fund. It applies to bonuses, royalties, rents and 
federal oil revenue-sharing income, but does not apply to 
severance taxes or property taxes, although attempts have 
been made to include such revenues in the dedication. When 
the Legislature first passed a Permanent Fund bill in 1975, 
for example, the House wanted to include severance taxes; 
the Senate successfully argued that severance taxes were 
assessed for the operations of government, and not to 
create, in essence, a prof i t .̂
In 1900, the Legislature amended state law to require 
that 50% Cinstead of the Constitutionally-mandated 25%) of 
the same mineral revenues included in the Constitutional 
provision be deposited in the Permanent Fund, along with any 
other appropriations approved by the Legislature (A .S . 
37.13.0205. This statutory 50% requirement applies to 
revenues from mineral leases received after December 1, 
1979, effectively maintaining permanent fund contributions 
from Prudhoe Bay and Cook Inlet at the lower constitutional­
ly-mandated 25% rate. Permanent fund contributions from 
future Beaufort Sea production and future lease sales will 
be at the statutory 50% rate.
Ibid., p .4.
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The debate over Permanent Fund earnings and investment 
policies has continued since a Permanent Fund was first 
proposed; it is a debate which will grow more critical as 
oil revenues decrease. Perhaps one of the more notable 
results of the intense scrutiny given to these policy 
decisions is the series of papers published in 1982 and 
referred to as "The Trustee Papers”, a collection of 
professional papers prepared for the Alaska Permanent Fund 
Board of Trustees.
The report is the culmination of a series of seminars 
which explored options for Permanent Fund investments and 
expenditures, and featured national economists and financial 
specialists, including Dr. Malcolm Gillis of Harvard 
University, Nobel laureate Kenneth Arrow of Stanford 
University, and Or. Maxwell Fry of the University of 
California. Much of Alaska’s existing policy regarding the 
Permanent Fund follows recommendations given in these 
seminars and developed in other reports and studies.
Options for use of the oil revenues which recieved 
particular attention from various speakers at the seminars 
include infrastructure investments, lower taxes, subsidized 
loans, and in-state natural resource processing. Certain 
cautions emerged repeatedly: the economists urged policy­
makers not to undermine the Permanent Fund goal of maximiz­
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ing return by Forcing social objectives to be considered in 
investment decisions. They also emphasized the need For 
cost/beneFit analysis regardless oF the amount oF Funds 
available, and the dangers oF using the state’s windFall 
proFits to subsidize businesses that cannot stand alone 
without the subsidies and still pay ordinary taxes.
Currently, the Permanent Fund Corporation is directed 
by law to manage the Fund as a way to save mineral revenues 
For all generations, to protect the Fund From inFlation, and 
to invest the Fund For maximum return, guided by the prudent 
investor rule CA.S. 37.13.0201. Alaska policy regarding the 
Permanent Fund has been to stay away From investment in 
economic development activities such as infrastucture 
projects and subsidized loans, and instead, to maximize 
proFits.
Alaska has not required the Fund to be deposited in­
state. The Permanent Fund Trustees opposed a 1984 bill which 
would have suspended the prudent investor rule and required 
that 50% oF the Fund be invested in-state, claiming it would 
have required a dangerous concentration oF investments 
within a single economy and Forced them into substandard 
investments to meet quotas.^
Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, Alaska Permanent 
Fund Corporation 1904 Annual Report (Juneau: Alaska Perma­
nent Fund Corporation, 19841, pp. 9-10.
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The Constitutional provision establishing this Perma­
nent Fund states that the principal of the fund may be 
invested only in income-producing investments, and that all 
earnings from the fund be deposited in the state’s general 
fund unless otherwise prohibited by law (Alaska Const, a r t . 
9, sec. 15). In 1980, the Legislature decided to inflation- 
proof the fund, and required that enough money from each 
year’s earnings be returned to the Permanent Fund to cover 
inflation CA.S. 37.13.145).
Within the Permanent Fund, there are two accounts: the 
permanent fund principal and the undistributed income 
account CUIA). Permanent fund annual earnings are used first 
to fund the state’s dividend program (described later in 
this section), and second, to inflation-proof the Permanent 
Fund by returning some of the earnings directly to the fund. 
The balance of the earnings are deposited in the UIA.
Unlike the permanent fund principal, however, the UIA 
account is available for appropriation and could be used if 
future annual Permanent Fund earnings are not sufficient to 
fund both dividend and inflation-proofing requirements. The 
Department of Revenue expects this to happen by 1989.
The permanent fund principal thus receives revenues 
from three sources (TABLE 9): mineral dedications, which, as
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of June, 1385, made up of total fund revenue; legisla­
tive appropriations Ci7%); and inflation-proofing (11%). The 
balance of the Permanent Fund through May, 1985 mas $7.75 
billion, including a principal balance of $5.07 billion and 
the UIA balance of $1.50 billion.®
TABLE 3.— Permanent Fund revenue sources
-----------   Millions-------------
Contributions Appropriations Inflation Principal
Proofing Bal ance
1977 4.00 0.00 0.00 4.001978 50.50 0.00 0.00 54,50
1979 83.90 0.00 0.00 138.40
1980 344.80 0.00 0.00 483.20
1981 385.13 900.00 0.00 1,768.60
1982 400.52 800.00 0.00 2,969.12
1983 421.00 400.00 231.20 4,021.32
1984 366.28 300.00 150.90 4,338.50
1985 368.00 300.00 234.60 5,741.10
*1986 317.41 0.00 215.33 6,273.84
*1987 69.17 1,250.22 225.46 7,818.68
*1968 93.14 0.00 299.40 8,211.22
*1989 128.94 0.00 386.13 8,726.30
*1990 160.27 0.00 444.33 9,330.89
Source: Alaska Department of Revenue, "Revenue Sources, January,
Alaska Perianent Fund, "Alaska Permanent Fund History", January, 1996.
The 1386 Legislature, however, voted to transfer the 
entire UIA balance to the Permanent Fund principal on June 
30, 1305. This transfer is estimated at $1.25 billion after 
the required dividend and inflation-proofing transfers
® Alaska Permanent Fund Corporation, Financial State­
ment Memorandum, June 20, 1985, p. 2.
Ibid.
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The Alaska Department of Revenue estimates that within 
ten years, Permanent Fund earnings will be greater than 
general fund unrestricted revenues, making the Permanent 
Fund earnings the largest generator of state income. By the 
turn of the century, the permanent fund is expected to earn 
about SI.5 billion annually.
The establishment of the Permanent Fund fulfills two 
goals for Alaskans : it makes some oil and gas wealth and 
income unavailable to the legislature for appropriation, 
thus helping to limit government spending, and it provides 
for a source of revenues available during and after oil 
development. In this way, it attempts to provide for both 
present and future generations.
The Dividend Program
As mentioned earlier, the state’s dividend program is 
funded by Permanent Fund earnings. This program provides for 
annual payments to state residents, with the stated objec­
tive of creating a financial incentive for individuals to 
establish and maintain Alaska residence, and assuring 
prudent management of the Permanent Fund because of a vested 
public interest in the welfare of the fund CA.S. 43.H3.0S5). 
The Legislature has attempted to ensure public involvement 
in the process by requiring plain-English reporting in the 
Permanent Fund Annual Reports CA.S. 37.13.170).
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The amount of each year’s dividend is determined using 
half the average net income of the permanent fund for the 
last five years and the number of eligible individuals. 
Although the Legislature funded the first y e a r ’s dividend 
payments of $1,000 through a direct appropriation, suc­
ceeding year’s dividends have been funded according to the 
formula. TABLE 10 shows dividend program costs since 1902.
TABLE 10.— Alaska dividend program
Fiscal
Dividend
Program
Number of 
Applicants
Annual
DividendYear Costs ($î1illions) 10001 Payaent
1977 - _
1979 - - •
1979 - -
1990 - -
1991 - -
1992 - - -
1993 481.55 479 1,000.001994 190.90 497 396.151985 163.10 483 331.291986 217.67 521 404.001987 296.00 532 556.0011988 356.46 521 670.07*1989 386.60 516 735.2911990 417.76 520 788.56
Department of Revenue, 'Revenue Sources, June 1986";
«ît. Conf. of State Legislatures, "State Legislatures", Nov. 1986. 
< Estimated
In 19B4, the University of Alaska studied the dividend 
program, and analyzed public attitudes towards, and spending
Chapter 20, Laws of 1900 amends AS 37.13.140 so that 
the income available for distribution to the state dividend 
program equals 21% of the average net income of the perma­
nent fund for the last five fiscal years.
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of, dividends. The study showed that 60% of the respondents 
thought the dividend program was a good idea, 10% thought it 
was a bad idea, and 29% had mixed feelings. Of the $1000 
1992 dividend check, the study showed that the average 
recipient saved $200, paid $200 in federal taxes, used $50 
to pay off debt and $450 for day-to-day expenses, and spent 
$100 on special items. Lower income recipients spent more to 
decrease debt and pay day-to-day expenses, while higher 
income people used more for taxes and savings.
The report also noted that the dividends created more 
spending and Jobs, and resulted in more population growth, 
than would have government spending of the same amount of 
money, which would have gone to bigger operating and capital 
budgets, tax reductions, and subsidized economic activity. 
The report estimates that the 1902 dividend program created 
about 5,000 Jobs, primarily in support industries Ctrade, 
services, finances), whereas government expenditures would 
have produced more jobs in construction-related and govern­
ment industries. According to survey results, 71% prefer to 
end the dividend program rather than bring back the personal 
income tax, and 88% felt the state should not halt infla­
tion-proofing the Permanent Fund in order to use the 
earnings for other purposes.
Gunnar Knapp and others. The Alaska Permanent Fund 
Dividend Program : Economic Effects and Public Attitudes
(Anchorage: University of Alaska, 1984).
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Energy Revenue Trends: Summary
Alaska is obviously a state whose fiscal security is 
dependent on the health of the oil and gas industry, which 
supports almost the entire state general fund budget. There 
is little responsibility placed on Alaska citizens for the 
support of their government, since Alaska does not have a 
sales or income tax. Yet, its tax collections far exceed 
levels in other states, with per capita tax collections much 
higher than the national average. It does not have a diver­
sified tax system, and has instead developed an extraord­
inary dependence on energy resource tax revenues.
Fortunately, Alaska has dedicated much of its windfall 
oil revenues to its Constitutional Permanent Fund, thus 
taking these funds out of mainstream government spending and 
helping to hold down government operating costs. It also 
serves to provide a substantial source of revenue for the 
future, particularly since the fund is invested for maximum 
return, and earnings are re-invested to cover inflation, 
thus insuring that the real value of the trust does not 
diminish over time, even when oil revenues decline. Within 
ten years. Permanent Fund earnings are expected to be the 
largest generator of state income.
The state dividend program, also funded by Permanent 
Fund earnings, is a unique interpretation of the idea that
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nonrenewable resources belong to all the people of the 
state, and all generations. It reflects a belief that 
politicians and bureaucrats will not necessarily make better 
investment and expenditure decisions for public money than 
the people themselves.
Because of its almost total reliance on oil and gas 
revenues to fund state government, the Alaska economy has 
been hit hard by the oil price declines of the last two 
years. Housing starts dropped 59% in 1984, another 60% in 
1985 and nearly 60% in 1986.*-^ Total employment decreased 
4300 Jobs in one year, with 3500 of those in the con­
struction industry. State revenues fell $1,1 billion in 
three months in early 1986. While the legislature was forced 
to make some cuts, it was able to avoid more severe cuts 
because of a $600 million settlement of oil industry tax 
assessment cases. Fiscal year 1988 earnings are expected 
to be $900 million below the 1987 budget.
Many projects started during Alaska’s days of wealth 
are in trouble, including jails, youth treatment centers, 
University buildings and classrooms, because there is no
Anchorage Dai lu News. October 19, 1986.
Western Office Council of State Governments, States 
West 1 (June 1986): 4.
The Anchorage Times. October 12, 1986.
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money to finish, renovate or operate them. School districts 
are facing more cuts, and there is a proposal to reduce the 
number of school districts from 55 to 17. The cheap home 
loans, student loans, services and property taxes that oil 
revenues have subsidized in the past are being cut. The 
legislature has enacted a 1/2% gross receipts tax and laid 
off 000 state employees, and school districts have increased 
property taxes and laid off employees. More cuts are yet to 
come.
The legislature is looking at a variety of other 
options for dealing with the budget crisis, including 
reinstituting the state income tax, levying a sales tax, 
appropriating permanent fund earnings, and using the state’s 
reserve account, which was set up in 1305 and holds $432 
million. The legislature is also considering modifying the 
economic limit factor applied to oil and gas taxes, to 
increase oil tax revenues. The economic limit factor will 
lower severance taxes on Prudhoe Bay oil fields by $105 
million in fiscal year 1300, and some legislators are 
arguing that the economic limit factor was designed for 
marginal fields, and that Prudhoe Bay is not a marginal 
field.
Alaska, once in the glory days of an oil boom, is now 
facing an economic crisis because of its heavy dependence on
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oil revenues. Very rapidly, the state increased state 
operating budgets and services; now, as revenues decline, 
citizens are being asked to pay more For fewer services- 
services which many have come to expect and depend upon. It 
is a state-wide bust ; Fortunately, residents had the 
Foresight to remove much oF the oil revenues of those boom 
days From the day-to-day spending stream, and now have a 
sizeable Fund which can be expected to be the largest 
generator of state income within ten years.
Montana
Montana is a state characterized by its mountainous 
western region and the prairies and plains in the east, 
where agriculture is predominant, ranging From its wheat- 
Flelds to its cattle and sheep ranches. It is a wilderness 
state with two national parks, herds of buffalo, elk, deer 
and antelope, and both grizzly and black bear. It's known as 
Big Sky Country, From the peaks of the Rocky Mountains to 
the valleys of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers.
It is a magnificently beautiful state, rich in natural 
resources, that stretches an average of 535 miles From east 
to west and 575 miles north to south, but with only about
600,000 residents. Hidden within its mountains and beneath 
its plains are vast deposits of coal, veins of precious 
metals and Fields of oil - truly a "Treasure State".
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Montana has had a long history oF development of its 
natural resources, from the time of the fur trade in the 
early 1800’s to the gold discoveries of the mid- to late 
1800’s and the silver and copper mining that followed. Coal 
mining has gone on For more than 100 years. The mining 
industry of today is characterized primarily by coal 
development in the eastern great plains, metal mining in the 
mountain areas, and oil and gas production in the Williston 
Basin.
Montana’s political and economic history has been and 
still is shaped by the natural resource extraction taking 
place within its borders, beginning with the reign of the 
copper kings in the late 1800’s, a time of corruption and 
bribery in the state’s politics, and extending to the 
present, when the state’s severance tax income amounts to 
23% of total tax income. Today it is a state with strong 
environmental laws, the highest statutory coal tax rate in 
the nation, and a $300 million permanent trust fund.
In the 1970’s, Montana experienced dramatic economic 
growth - faster growth than for the nation as a whole. Its 
growth since then has been erratic, however, leading to a 
recession in 1985 from which it has not recovered, while the 
nation has experienced slow economic growth. Recently, the 
increases in the state’s revenues from severance taxes have
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slowed and even declined in some years, helping to move the 
state from a situation of a $60 million surplus in 19B1*® to 
fiscal crisis in 1986, forcing two across-the-board budget 
cuts in state government in 1906.
Mineral Taxation History, Rates and Revenues 
Montana’s mineral tax history traces back to 1919 and 
the publication of a book by university professor Louis 
Levine, "The Taxation of Mines in Montana” . In this book, 
Levine pointed out the imbalance between taxation of farmers 
and corporations. Unfortunately, it was at a time when the 
Anaconda Company, commonly known as "The Company", control­
led much of the state's economy, and thus its politics. 
Levine was subsequently fired and re-instated.
Two years after the book’s publication, however, Gov. 
Joseph Dixon tried to pass new mining tax levies. His 
proposals included a 3% gross tax on oil, a 10 cents per ton 
tax on coal and a mine license tax. Instead, the legislature 
passed a 1% gross tax on oil and a 5 cents per ton tax on
Montana, Bureau of Mines and Geology, Montana Coal 
Forum, "State of Montana Coal Tax Revenues and Their 
Allocation’’, by Dave Lewis, Special Publication 93 C19041, 
p. 237.
X <£> K . Ross Toole, Montana. An Uncommon Land CNorman 
G k . : University of Oklahoma Press, 1959), p. 221.
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coal.*^ The tax on coal stayed at 5 cents per ton until 
1971.
G o v . Dixon tried again in 1923 to pass a mining tax, 
noting that although Montana's metal mines produced over $20 
million in 1922, they paid only $13,559 in state taxes. He 
proposed a metal mines license tax of 12 cents per ton on 
gross tonnage. The legislature refused to follow the 
governor’s lead because of a blitz of Company lobbying, so 
Dixon wrote an initiative to go to the voters in 1924 which 
would establish a graduated levy ranging from .25% to 1% 
upon gross sales of any mine, and exempt mines producing 
less than $100,000 gross per year. The initiative passed by
20,000 votes, although Gov. Dixon lost his reelection bid by 
almost 15,000 v o t e s . T h e  next year, the Company’s net 
profit was $17.5 million, about three times its 1924 
profit, while Montana’s income from the tax was $300,000 
instead of the $13,000 it would have been without the tax.
For fifty years, Montana’s coal tax stayed at 5 cents 
per ton. The legislature raised the tax in 1972 to 4, B, 0, 
and 10 cents per ton based on BTU rating, perhaps influenced
K. Ross Toole, Twentieth Centuru Montana. A State of 
Extremes (Norman, Ok.: University of Oklahoma Press, 1972), 
pp. 257-262.
Ibid., pp. 267-268.
Toole, Uncommon Land, p. 226.
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by the North Central Power Studu. a 1971 U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management report provided by the Supply Entities of the 
North Central and Rocky Mountain States. This report sugges­
ted a future scenario of 42 new coal powered generating 
plants, 21 of which would be located in eastern Montana. It 
awakened many Montanans to the potential for wide-scale coal 
development in the state.
In 1973, the legislature again revised the severance 
tax, establishing rates ranging from 12 to 40 cents per ton. 
It also enacted the resource indemnity tax, a one-half of 
one percent tax on all nonrenewable resources, with revenues 
going to a trust and legacy fund.
The legislature was still not satisfied with the coal 
tax rates, however, and in 1974, members introduced several 
bills to amend the tax rate (see, for example, HB47, HB460, 
HB50S, HB5B7, 5BB9B1; some bills proposed to raise rates and 
change categories, others to lower rates or remove exemp­
tions. Up until this time, revenues from the tax had been 
going to the state general fund, with a very small part 
going to the county general fund. The legislature directed 
an interim committee to study the idea.
In 1975, the legislature enacted SB13, introduced by 
Sen. Tom Towe, which established a new coal tax with rates
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of 20-30% on the contract sales price (after deduction of 
federal and state production taxes, and before transporta­
tion costs); another bill (SB 07) provided for distribution 
of revenues from the tax. Sen. Miles Romney proposed a 
constitutional amendment to be voted on in 1976 to set up a 
permanent trust fund for at least one-fourth of the coal 
severance taxes beginning in 1980 (98107).
At the same time, Rep. Halverson argued that the 
legislature was "losing Montana’s birthright” by spending 
coal tax revenues on current operating expenses instead of 
saving part of the money to support the state after the coal 
was gone. The Constitutional amendment passed 178,773 to 
103,001.
The legislature passed three bills in 1983 which 
lowered Montana’s effective tax rate on coal. One, HB70B, 
provides a deduction for royalties paid to Indian tribes, 
the state or U.S. government for both the severance tax and 
gross proceeds tax, phased in over a four-year period (fully 
phased in by July 1, 1987). A second bill raised the
severance tax exemption for small producers from 20,000 tons 
per year to 50,000 tons per year and exempted one-half the 
value of these tons from the gross proceeds tax as well.
Constitutional Amendment No.3, Montana Session Laws 
of 1977, Chapter 499.
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According to the Montana Office of Budget and Program 
Planning, with the federal royalty rate changed from ISd per 
ton to 12.5% of value, the estimated tax savings for the 
coal industry from HB70B will be $20 million for the first
five years. The 1985 Biennium Appropriations Report
estimates the effect of HB7Q5 on revenues for 1985 at 
$1, 470, 000 The Montana Department of Revenue estimates
that once the royalty deduction is fully phased in,
Montana’s effective tax rate will drop to 18.5% of value.
In 1985, the legislature, behind the leadership of Gov. 
Ted Schwinden, again changed the coal tax rate. In an 
attempt to encourage coal production, members of the 
legislature approved a 2-1/2 year rebate of one-third of the 
coal severance tax for new and expanded contracts. The 
Montana Legislative Fiscal Analyst’s Off ice estimates that 
this measure reduced tax collections by $270,462 in fiscal 
year 1986 and will reduce collections by $1.2 million for 
fiscal years 1987 and 1988 because of the reduced rate
Total severance tax revenues in Montana have increased 
from less than $5 million in 1970 to over $150 million in
Montana Office of Budget and Proram Planning, 
Montana Appropriations Report - 1985 Biennium (Helena: State 
of Montana, May 1983), p.13.
Montana, Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Budget Analtisis 
1989 Biennium, 1:19.
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19B5, the highest to date. These revenues come From five 
primary sources; the coal severance tax, the oil production 
tax, the resource indemnity tax, the natural gas production 
tax, and the metal mines license tax (TABLE 11).
TABLE 11.— Montana severance tax collections ($000)
SEVERANCE COAL OIL RESOURCE NATURAL METAL OTHER
TAX REVENUES PRODUCTION PRODUCTION INDEMNITY (1) GAS (21 MINES
1970 4,730 50 3,231 1,441 8
1971 5,131 212 2,933 1,977 9
1972 4,474 483 2,670 411 1,313 9
1973 5,226 694 2,692 413 1,829 11
1974 9.822 3,315 4,256 1,138 407 2,240 11
1975 14,685 5,395 6,180 2,050 403 3,099 10
1976 31,344 22,924 6,564 1,981 446 1,845 11
1977 45,753 34,470 6,884 2,212 528 2,178 11
1973 45,591 33,856 6,808 2,257 924 1,757 10
1979 53,919 42,049 7,057 2,107 1,151 1,545 10
1980 94,636 75,125 10,545 3.630 1,264 2,517 705
1981 99,248 70,415 19,578 4,959 2,116 1,565 615
1982 149,361 86,187 51,073 7,159 2,660 1,861 421
1983 137,599 80,045 45,229 7,781 2,650 1,542 352
1984 144,761 82,824 49,029 6,716 2,798 2,630 764
1985 150,673 91,749 48,790 4,449 2,946 1,977 762
Source; U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, "State Government Tax 
Collections", 1970 - 1935.
(1) 1974-1976 figures from Montana Department of Revenue.
(21 1972-1977 figures from Montana Department of Revenue,
Montana’s income from severance taxes has changed 
substantially since 1970, when 68% of its severance tax 
revenues came from oil production, over 30% came from the 
metal mines tax, and coal production taxes contributed only
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1% of total severance tax revenues. In 1385, by contrast, 
the coal severance tax contributed 61% of total severance 
tax revenues; the oil tax contributed 32%; and the metal 
mines tax contributed less than 2% (TABLE 12).
TABLE 12.--Individual commodity shares of Montana 
severance tax revenues ($000)
Ccal I of Oil % of RIT 7. of Natural Ï of Metal 7. of
Total Total Total Gas Total Total
1970 50 1.1 3,231 68.3 - - • 1,441 30.5
1975 5,395 36.7 6,180 42.1 2,050 14.0 403 2.7 3,099 21.1
1980 75,125 79.4 10.545 11.1 3,630 3.8 1,264 1.3 2,517 2.7
1985 91,749 60.9 46,790 32.4 4,449 3.0 2,946 2.0 1,977 1.3
Total severance tax revenues, as a share of total tax 
revenues, has risen from less than 4% in 1370 to Just over 
23% in 1305, decreasing steadily from a high of 28% in 1382. 
In 1385, actual severance tax income was more than 30 times 
the 1370 level .
Taxation Trends 
Montana’s total tax revenues have shown a steady 
increase since 1370, with a decline in only one year (1383). 
The annual average increase in total tax collections for the 
period is 11.8%, compared to 10.8% nationally. However, 
since 1380, the comparison has changed substantially. 
Montana’s average annual increase in total tax revenues for 
the period 1380 through 1385 is below the national average 
(0.4% compared to 3.5%); since 1383, the gap has widened
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even Further: 6.85s annual average increase in Montana
compared to 8.85s nationwide.
For total non-severance tax revenues, Montana had 
annual average increases C1870-1985) less than the total For 
the U.S.: Montana - 18.45s; U.S. - El.25s. Montana severance 
tax revenues, in contrast, had average annual increases For 
the period 1870-1885 greater than For the nation as a whole 
(29.6% vs. 17.8%). Again, the picture has changed since 
1880: Montana’s average severance tax increases have been 
below the national average Cl1.4% vs. 13.3%).
TABLE 13 shows the increases For each oF the Four taxes 
For Montana and the U.S. since 1370. Only Montana’s individ­
ual income tax revenues showed smaller growth than the U.S. 
revenues. However, per capita tax collections show that only 
one oF the three taxes (excluding severance tax) has 
collections substantially higher than the national average.
Montana’s reliance on the Four taxes has also increased 
CFig. 6). In 1970, it relied on these sources For less than 
50% oF its tax revenue. The share climbed to 68% in 1885, 
down From a high oF 70% in 1982. Montana still has no sales 
tax, and has relied on other tax sources to make up the diF- 
Ference: its reliance on license taxes is 40% greater than 
For the U.S., and on selective sales taxes is 30% greater.
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TABLE 13,— Montana and national taxes, 1970 and 1985
Percentage Per Capita Tax Collections ($1 
Increase
1970
SEVERANCE TAXES 
Montana 
U. S.
Since 1970
3,106
951
6.79
3.43
1985
182.41
30.28
CORPORATE TAXES 
Montana 
U. S.
546
371
13.91
18.73
75.87
74,07
PROPERTY TAXES 
Montana 
U. S.
423
264
11.61
5.46
50.78
16.73
INCOME TAXES 
Montana 
U. S.
365
593
55.77
46.02
219.20
267.28
Fig. 6. Montana tax collections (percent oF total).
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60
4Jc<u
: 40o>ex.
20
1970 1972  19 74  19 76  1978  1980 1982  1984
Property
I3Z3
I n d i v i d u a l Corporate Severance
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Mineral Tax Revenue Dedications
Coal tax
Currently, the Constitutional Trust Fund receives its 
allocation from coal tax revenues first, and all other 
accounts receive a percentage of the remainder. In July, 
1886, the highway reconstruction trust fund also began 
receiving a percentage of coal tax revenues "off the top” 
and all other accounts receive a percentage of the remain­
der, so that all these other accounts, including the general 
fund, began receiving a lower overall percentage of coal tax 
revenues. Tables 16 and 17 in appendix C show coal tax 
allocations to individual accounts since 1875, both in 
percentage dedications and annual revenues.
The Permanent Trust Fund
In 1875, at the time the legislature passed the 30% 
coal tax rate, members also passed a bill to submit to 
electors a constitutional amendment to allocate a share of 
the coal tax revenues to a permanent trust fund. The next 
year, the voters passed the amendment to dedicate 25% of all 
revenues through December 31, 1873, and 50% thereafter to
the trust. Interest on the fund can be spent by a majority 
vote of the legislature, but the trust principal can only be 
spent by a three-fourths vote of each house of the legisla-
Mont. Constitution, a r t . 8, sec. 5.
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t u r e T h e  state’s Board of Investments administers the 
trust.
Since its inception, only the water bonding program 
which the legislature passed in 1901 has received the three- 
fourths vote. At the same session, the legislature required 
that 15% of the trust earnings be reinvested in the princi­
pal of the trust in case the trust has to be tapped to repay 
water development bonds. This reinvestment can also help to 
offset the reduced purchasing power of the principal caused 
by inflation.
Much of the debate surrounding the coal tax trust fund 
concerns the investment of the fund. Unlike Alaska, however, 
Montana has so far decided that maximizing revenues should 
not be the overriding goal behind the fund’s investment.
Initiative 95, which the voters passed overwhelmingly 
in 1982, directed the legislature to invest 25% of future 
trust deposits in-state, beginning in July, 1903. The in­
state investment is intended to encourage a stronger, more 
diversified state economy, and the enabling legislation 
allows the Montana Economic Development Board to consider 
the long term benefit to the Montana economy when deter-
Ibid.
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mining incarne From such investments.®® One of the arguments 
in support of the initiative suggested that in-state invest­
ment is preferrable to simply investing for the highest 
monetary return and then spending that return.®^
HBl of the 1983 legislature appropriated $3.525 million 
of trust fund interest to the economic development fund, and 
from the fund to different accounts for the biennium ending 
June 30, 1985, including the Governor’s Council on Economic
Development, Business Development Assistance Program, and 
accounts for assistance to local development organizations, 
Montana product promotion, travel and tourism promotion, and 
the Department of Labor’s labor training program.
The legislature did not pre-determine preferences for 
the in-state investments except in otherwise equally ranked 
circumstances, where it required a preference for invest­
ments in locally-owned or employee-owned enterprises, in 
businesses that would support jobs for Montanans, a clean 
and healthful environment, agricultural production and 
marketing, and in small and medium size businesses. In 1985, 
the legislature required that 15% of the annual earnings on
Initiative No. 95, approved Nov. 2, 1982 (Chapter 
677, Laws of 1985).
Montana, Department of Commerce, Report on Potential 
Uses of Coal Tax Trust Fund for Economic Development 
(Helena: Montana Economic Development Board, 1984), p.IB.
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the Montana in-state investment fund be invested in the 
Montana economy as well (17-6-305, 303 MCA).
There have been many proposals over the years to spend 
the principal of the trust fund, change its allocation, or 
change its investment : in 1380, for example, Bov. Judge
proposed dipping into the coal tax trust fund to hire some 
laid off forestry workers for the summer. There have been 
other proposals to use the trust fund to help financially 
strapped local governments and property taxpayers through 
state revenue-sharing ; to use the trust fund to supplement 
and partially replace property taxes; or to appropriate 
earnings for highway reconstruction, local government aid, 
infrastructure (roads and buildings), or a science and 
technology institute.
There are many arguments against spending the principal 
for on-going state operations. One major argument is that 
the fund was not designed and should not be used for the 
day-to-day expenses of state government; that those expenses 
should be financed by day-to-day revenues. Opponents of 
busting the trust argue that by spending the principal for 
on-going expenses, state expenditures will reach a level 
that cannot be sustained in the future, based as they are on 
a temporary, depletable source of money. Such a reliance can
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only lead to programs that have to be abandoned or financed 
by other sources such as higher taxes.
Others argue that the trust Fund is a source of stabil­
ity For the state general Fund, noting that the interest on 
the trust Fund provided 11% oF total state general Fund 
revenues in Fiscal year 1986, which amounted to $38.5 
million, up From $28,7 million in 1 9 8 5 . These trust Fund 
earnings provide a steady source oF income For the state, 
independent oF the Fluctutations oF the coal industry, and 
are a source oF stability For the state general Fund that is 
desperately needed. The Montana Economic Development Board 
estimates that the trust Fund principal could reach nearly 
$1.8 billion by the year 2000, producing earnings oF $200 
million per year.=®®
Currently, the state does not reinvest enough oF the 
trust earnings to cover inflation, so that the real earning 
power of the trust is decreasing. Without such reinvestment. 
Future earnings will not be able to contribute to state 
support in a similar proportion to today. According to the 
Montana Economic Development Board’s 1985 Report, deposits
Montana Legisative Fiscal Analyst, Budget Analusis 
1989. p. 25.
Montana Department of Commerce, Coal Tax Trust Fund.
p . E 5 .
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to the trust Fund made in 1378 had lost 33.1% oF their 
purchasing power by mid-1384. Board members ask a pertinent 
question regarding trust Fund earnings, one which is sure to 
be repeated as the debate over trust Fund principal and 
earnings intensiFies: "Have we become So dependent upon the
earnings oF the trust For the support oF on-going programs 
and government activities . . . that we are unwilling or
unable to return to the principal an amount adequate to keep 
up its purchasing power?
Some argue, so Far unsuccessFuily, that enough oF the 
interest should be reinvested in the trust to keep up the 
real value oF the trust. Others argue that using the 
earnings For current general Fund support is an appropriate 
trade-oFF For the decreasing value oF the Fund, particularly 
since additional coal tax revenues are contributed annually 
to the principal.
Currently, coal tax revenues remaining aFter the 50% 
dedication to the Constitutional trust Fund are divided 
among eleven earmarked accounts and the state general Fund. 
Appendix D provides a summary oF those accounts. However, 
the statutory allocations are not an accurate reFlection oF 
Funding. In 1305 and 1388, in an attempt to balance the 
state general Fund without tax increases, the legislature
Ibid., pp. 111-112
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diverted the Flow oF revenues From some oF these earmarked 
accounts to the state general Fund, through both temporary 
changes in allocations and direct appropriations From some 
oF the accounts.
In the regular and special sessions oF 1385 and 1386, 
Faced with a deepening Fiscal deFicit, the legislature 
temporarily lowered the percentage dedications to the local 
impact, education trust, and alternative energy accounts, 
and eliminated For three years the dedication to the parks 
trust account and For one year the dedication to the 
education trust. It increased dedications to the state 
general Fund, school equalization, and highway accounts. The 
legislature also appropriated over $6 million From the local 
impact, alternative energy, library and water development 
accounts to the state general Fund For those two years.
The legislature seems unwilling to eliminate some oF 
the earmarked accounts, but nevertheless has undermined the 
accounts through temporary diversions and appropriations. 
There is no reason to believe that these temporary measures 
will not continue as long as there is a recession and Fiscal 
crisis in the state.
Some oF the rationale For establishing the 30% tax in 
1375, q F the need to pay For some oF the impacts oF coal
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development and the desire to develop alternative energy 
sources to reduce our reliance on nonreneuable energy 
resources, has been overshadowed by fiscal crisis. Instead, 
the state has become more dependent on coal tax revenues for 
on-going state operating expenses.
Oil and oas severance tax
Montana’s oil and gas severance tax revenues have risen 
from $B.B million in 1375 to $51.7 million in 1385, dropping 
to $37.6 in 138B. Over 30% of the revenues are from the oil 
tax. The tax rate for oil is 5% of gross value, and for 
natural gas is 2.65% of gross value. Oil recovered through 
tertiary methods is taxed at 2.5% (15-36-101 MCA). One third 
of the oil and gas tax revenues go to the local government 
block grant program. Although some money may go to the 
county of development, the remainder of the revenues go to 
the state general fund (15-36-112 MCA).
Montana’s general fund reliance on oil and gas sever­
ance tax revenues has been decreasing: in 1384, these tax
revenues contributed 10.7% of general fund revenues ; this 
decreased to 3.6% in 1385, 7.2% in 1386, and is expected to 
drop to 4.3% in 1387. This change is caused by decreases in 
taxable production, prices, and the earmarking of one—third 
of the oil tax collections to local govrnments.
Montana Legislative Fiscal Analyst, Budget Analusis 
1983. p. 21.
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Resource indemnitu tax (PIT)
When the 1373 legislature created the resource indem­
nity tax, it established a state policy of providing 
security against loss or damage to the environment from the 
extraction of nonreneuable resources C15-38-102 MCA). The 
tax is $25 plus one-half of one percent of the gross value 
of the mineral product; it applies to oil, natural gas, 
coal, metals and other nonreneuable products C15-3B-104 
MCA). Since the enactment of the tax, 72% of RIT revenues 
have come from oil and gas and 13% from coal (TABLE 14).
TABLE 14.— Resource indemnity tax revenue by source
Fiscal Total Coal Oil Natural Metals Other
Year Gas
1974 1,137,902 61,687 640,771 44.475 352,960 38,009
1975 2,050,039 239,391 1,201,125 49,861 513,940 45,722
1976 1,981,364 409,810 1,294,364 82,754 130,632 63,804
1977 2,209,719 496,340 1,399,698 74,268 160,104 79,309
1979 2,246,415 522,333 1,316,917 165,348 145,173 96,644
1979 2,107,358 225,631 1,434,472 231,530 93,872 121,803
1980 3,630,322 928,798 1,828,947 355,054 353,130 164,393
1991 4,959,025 825,496 3,328,426 419,647 238,595 146,061
1932 7,159,153 1,000,195 5,308,525 491,632 215,776 142,825
1933 7,837,736 1,892,248 4,768,072 522,396 442,858 212,162
1934 6,716,090 1,300,665 4,279,714 539,348 399,704 146,659
1935 6,278,740 1,095,522 4,204,763 627,504 229,464 121,487
1936 5,992,270 1,171,400 3,913,955 583,961 152,833 170,041
Source: Montana Office of Budget and Program Planning.
All of the revenues from the resource indemnity tax 
must be deposited in the resource indemnity trust fund,
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until the Fund reaches $100 million. The trust Fund cannot 
be spent. The earnings From the trust were required by law 
to be redeposited in the trust Fund until the Fund reached 
$10 million, which happened in 1978. Once the Fund reaches 
$100 million, both the tax receipts and the earnings can be 
appropriated (15-38-202 MCA).
The balance in the Fund, as oF June 30, 1986, was $53 
million. The trust earned $5.5 million in 1985 and $6.5 
million in 1986.
Since 1982, 30% oF the annual interest income From the 
trust has been used For water development, and beginning in 
Fiscal year 1986, 6% oF the annual interest income goes to 
the state Department oF Health and Environmental Sciences 
For the state and Federal hazardous waste acts.
The enabling legislation in 1973 directed that the
Funds should be used to improve the total environment and 
rectiFy damage to the environment (15-38-203 MCA). Since the 
legislature began spending trust interest in 1978, however,
the money has been used to support operations oF both the
Department oF State Lands (DSL) and the Department oF 
Natural Resources (DNRC). This expenditure brought threats 
oF a lawsuit by local governments in mining areas who Felt 
the money was not being used as it had been intended.
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As a result, in 1383, the legislature directed that the 
funds could no longer be used for these purposes, and called 
for a program which would allow the funds to be used instead 
for specific projects throughout Montana. In 1985, the 
Governor attempted to set up a program to establish state 
policy for the expenditure of RIT funds, but there was still 
disagreement over how the funds should be used, and no bill 
passed.
Instead, the legislature simply added a statement to 
the 1385 bill appropriating RIT funds, saying that the 
legislature’s intent is that future appropriations from the 
RIT interest account not be made to fund general operating 
expenses of state agencies. The legislature also required
that preferential consideration for future proposals should 
be given to projects that relate to reclamation of resource 
extraction impacts, data resource systems, and hazardous 
waste management (HB922, Laws of 1385).
In the July, 1386 special session, however, this same 
legislature limited the RIT appropriation to DNRC to 
$4,145,789; limited the amount going for hazardous waste 
activities to $747,313, and reduced the funds for the 
environmental contingency account, allowing the balance of 
the RIT funds to go to the state general fund.
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Hetalliferous mines license tax
The metal mines license tax, established by initiative 
of the people in 13S4, applies to all metals and precious or 
semi-precious gems. In 1383, the legislature changed the tax 
rate from a range of .15% on the first 3100,000 of value up 
to 1.438% on value over $500,000, to a range of 0% on the 
first $250,000 of value up to 1.5% on value over $1 million 
(15-37-103 MCA).
Beginning with tax years after December 31, 1384, funds 
from the metal tax are allocated 67% to the state general 
fund, and 33% to the hard rock mining impact trust account 
(15-37-117 MCA). From this hard rock mining trust account, 
money is first deducted for the administrative and operating 
expenses of the hard rock mining impact board, and the 
remaining funds are to be used for grants and loans to 
communities impacted by the cessation of mining activities 
(30-6-304 MCA).
In 1386, this tax generated $1.48 million, down from 
$1.38 million in 1985. Because of the low income from this 
tax, it will provide less than 1% of general fund support in 
1386 and 1987.=^
Montana, Department of Revenue, Biennial Report 
1384-1386 (Helena: Montana Department of Revenue, 1386), p.
a.
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Energy Revenue Trends: Summary
Montana's severance tax revenue growth has exceeded the 
growth of other state tax revenues in the 1970 - 1985
period. In 1982, severance tax income was the single largest 
source of tax revenue. These increased severance tax 
revenues have allowed the state to limit other tax increases 
and avoid adding a sales tax.
The trend in Montana is one where coal severance tax 
income, directly and indirectly, is paying a larger and 
larger share of the costs of state government. This is 
primarily the result of increasing permanent trust fund 
earnings, whose contribution to the general fund has risen 
from 5.7% in 198H to 11% in 1988.
Coal tax revenues have also contributed more and more 
to the state general fund and to other accounts to fund on­
going state expenses. Direct coal tax dedications to the 
general fund have increased from 4.8% of general fund 
revenues in 1984 to 5.7% in 1986. This does not include 
direct appropriations made by the 1985 legislature, either 
in regular or special sessions, from coal tax funded 
accounts to the general fund. For the short term, dependence 
on oil and gas tax revenues, however, has been decreasing, 
so that energy resource severance tax income is expected to
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contribute a smaller share oF the state general Fund in 1987 
than in 1984: 19.1% compared to 21.2%.
Because much oF the reliance on energy resource 
severance tax revenues is From coal tax trust Fund earnings, 
the state is shielded somewhat From some oF the Fluctuations 
oF the energy markets. There is stability in state revenues 
From a source where instability is common.
The value oF the permanent trust earnings For the 
general Fund depends on the rate oF return oF the invested 
Funds, revenues to the Fund, and inFlation. The state can 
expect to rely more heavily on the permanent Fund earnings 
the higher the principal in the trust Fund and the higher 
the rate oF return on the principal, so must consider the 
eFFects oF appropriations From the principal oF the Fund, 
eFFects oF inFlation on the value oF the Fund, the rate oF 
return on the invested Funds, and continuing permanent Fund 
dedications. The level oF adherence to these Factors will 
determine available Future general Fund support From the 
Fund.
Montana has an extensive and contusing amount oF 
earmarking involving severance tax revenues. Furthermore, in 
a time oF Fiscal crisis, as occurred in 1905 and 1986, the 
legislature was quick to divert the Funds in these earmarked
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accounts, either through temporary reductions in allocations 
to the accounts, or through direct appropriations from the 
accounts to the state general fund or school equalization 
program. In light of such diversions, the legislature
should re-evaluate the earmarked accounts and the 
inflexibility that earmarking creates ; this inflexibility
can severely hamper the budgeting process, particularly 
where there is no direct connection between the source of 
the revenue and the end use of those revenues.
One of the results of earmarking, of course, is that 
the earmarked accounts are (usually) guaranteed a certain 
amount of funding. The beneficiaries of earmarked accounts 
are unwilling to surrender that guaranteed source of
revenue, which makes efforts to de-earmark funds politically
difficult.
However, because these earmarked programs often do not 
have to compete for general funds during the budgeting 
process, legislators sometimes are not familiar with the 
actual expenditures within earmarked programs. This may make 
it easier to cut funding to the programs, Just as earmarking 
may make it easier to fund projects that might not otherwise 
be funded. The temporary nature of some of the diversions 
made by the legislature in IBBB certainly does not guarantee 
that the diversion will not continue ; it does guarantee
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instability in the earmarked accounts, and questions the 
value of those accounts.
For the short term, Montana is expecting decreases in 
both coal, and oil and gas severance tax revenues. In 
January, 1987, contributions from these sources to the state 
general fund for fiscal year 1987 were expected to be $16 
million below 1986 levels. This amounts to less than 5% of
total general fund expenditures in 1987. Although much of
this decline is caused by decreasing energy mineral
production, some is also caused by a lower effective coal 
tax rate and a decrease in direct earmarking of the coal tax
to the state general fund.
Much of the fiscal crisis in Montana is tied to the
declines in the agricultural industry ; this, along with
declining oil, gas and coal revenues, has extended the 
recession in Montana. In the 1987 legislative session, 
legislators are considering proposals to establish a sales 
tax and an accomodations tax ; to impose an income tax 
surcharge; to reallocate coal tax revenues by temporarily 
discontinuing deposits to the education and permanent 
trusts, and by reducing local impact account dedications 
from the coal tax ; to adopt federal tax reform measures 
which would generate close to $80 million by broadening the 
income tax base and eliminating federal tax deductability;
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to continue temporary fees, reallocate RIT interest, and 
dedicate all of the constitutional trust fund interest to 
the general fund Cinstead of the current 85%). The 
legislature voted to take $35 million out of the coal tax 
funded education trust account to fund a shortfall in the 
1987 biennium CHB434).
Montana’s 1985 severance tax revenues were ten times 
its 1975 revenues; its 1985 coal tax revenues, by contrast, 
were seventeen times its 1975 revenues. Although coal and 
oil production is expected to decrease in the short term, 
on-going coal tax revenues and accumulations of past coal 
tax revenues have played a significant role in relieving the 
state’s fiscal crisis for the last two years and the next 
two years. Not only has Montana increased its reliance on 
coal tax revenues over the last ten years, it has relied 
heavily on these same revenues to bail it out of major 
deficits, allowing the state to continue to spend more than 
it generates in revenues. Meanwhile, by decreasing its trust 
funds, it is decreasing future interest revenues on those 
funds - interest revenues which have already made 
significant contributions towards relieving state general 
fund obligations from other tax sources.
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Appendix A: Severance Tax Revenues
TABLE 15.— Severance Tax Collections, 1970
Twelve Study States
1385, For the
ALASKA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000) 
TOTAL TAX OIL AND GASOIL AND GAS 
REVENUES PRODUCTION CONSERVATION
1970 10,780
1971 14,491
1972 14,905
1973 14,099 11,469
1974 14,763 14,760 3
1975 26,619 26,542 77
1976 27,978 27,901 77
1977 23,758 23,705 53
1978 107,715 107,600 115
1979 173,685 173,491 194
1980 506,469 506,163 306
1931 1,170,180 1,169,885 295
1982 1,571,553 1,570,916 637
1933 1,494,034 1,493,328 706
1984 1,393,039 1,392,394 645
1985 1,389,262 1,388,541 721
COLORADO SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX COAL OIL AND GAS METALLIC MOLYBDENUM OIL & GAS OIL & GAS COAL OIL
REVENUES SEVERANCE SEVERANCE MINERAL SEVERANCE CONSERV'TN.PRODUCTION TONNAGE SHALE
1970 1,058 93 926 39
1971 567 94 430 43
1972 561 89 435 37
1973 833 182 613 38
1974 1,108 217 846 45
1975 2,361 333 1,982 46
1976 4,371 417 3,896 53
1977 2,320 482 1,762 76
1978 6,793 737 2,952 1,266 404 1.370 64
1979 19,803 8,274 6,749 3.666 965 149 X
1980 31,121 11,132 8,001 7,272 3,975 635 106 X
1981 35,879 10,595 16,894 3,326 4,104 950 10 X
1982 49,184 11,736 33,878 5 3,050 513 X X 2
1983 35,902 11,297 23,251 14 551 776 X X 13
1984 30,009 10,379 18,067 X 803 758 X X 2
1985 30,401 8,869 18,480 X 2,427 625 X X X
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TABLE IS.— Continued.
IDAHO SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX MINING
REVENUES PRIVILEGE
1970 264 264
1971 268 268
1972 152 152
1973 73 73
1974 192 192
1975 481 481
1976 394 394
1977 203 203
1978 273 273
1979 552 552
1980 1,905 1,905
1981 2,080 2,080
1982 2,378 2,378
1983 684 684
1984 1,106 1,106
1985 544 544
ÜUISIANA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX OIL & GAS GAS PETRO
REVENUES DISTILLATE 2) GAS
1970 251,019 126,608 116,518 672
1971 256,600 132,984 116,095 168
1972 244,456 122,527 113,958
1973 267,712 112,061 147,394
1974 390,346 186,061 192,214 2,493
1975 548,510 282,483 250,940 6,148
1976 558,495 275,928 225,792 5,420
1977 495,498 269,874 210,372 5,093
1978 476,829 259,614 202,031 4,701
1979 468,959 261,943 191,765 4,301
1980 525,297 335,017 174,308 3,826
1981 815,230 639,024 160,873 3,250
1982 982,146 809,286 159,425 2,967
1983 869,465 721,566 138,364 1,841
1984 782,148 666,845 136,333 X
1985 745,216 606,910 124,847 X
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TABLE IS.— Continued. 
MONTANA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX COAL OIL RESOURCE NATURAL METAL OTHER
REVENUES PRODUCTION PRODUCTION INDEMNITY BAS MINES
1970 4,730 50 3,231 1,441 8
1971 5,131 212 2,933 1,977 9
1972 4.474 483 2,670 411 1,313 9
1973 5,226 694 2,692 413 1,829 11
1974 9,822 3,315 4,256 1,138 407 2,240 11
1975 14,685 5,395 6,180 2,050 403 3,099 10
1976 31,344 22,924 6,564 1,981 446 1,845 11
1977 45,753 34,470 6,884 2,212 528 2,178 11
1978 45,591 33,856 6,808 2,257 924 1,757 10
1979 53,919 42,049 7,057 2,107 1,151 1,545 10
1980 94,636 75,125 10,545 3,630 1,264 2,517 705
1981 99,248 70,415 19,578 4,959 2,116 1,565 615
1982 149,361 86,187 51,073 7,159 2,660 1,861 421
1983 137,599 80,045 45,229 7,781 2,650 1,542 352
1984 144,761 82,824 49,029 6,716 2,798 2,630 764
1985 150,673 91,749 48,790 4,449 2,946 1,977 762
m MEXICO SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX OIL & BAS OIL & BAS OIL & BAS OIL & BAS NATURAL GAS OTHER
REVENUES SEVERANCE PRIVILEBE AD VALOREM CONSERV’ TN.PROCESSORS
1970 35,398
1971 35,815
1972 35,878
1973 36,947
1974 43,963 18,390 18,752 3,246 1,030 1,319 1,226
1975 71,154 36,064 26,520 3,906 1,456 1,695 1,513
1976 84,485 46,211 31,457 4,058 2,225 2,199 1,335
1977 102,783 53,975 36,715 4,419 2,787 2,719 2,168
1978 145,826 74,088 42,831 5,034 3,515 3,210 17,148
1979 159,431 77,575 47,810 5,502 4,004 3,620 20,920
1980 213,643 98,317 73,546 8,169 6,095 5,154 22,362
1981 322,592 171,180 94,798 9,076 7,875 7,359 32,304
1982 377,802 204,622 116,270 13,402 9,033 9,088 25,387
’ 983 351,343 187,016 110,146 14,010 8,490 7,783 23,898
1984 367,449 186,356 126,084 8,127 8,226 9,683 28,973
1985 390,817 199,690 135,943 7,090 8,461 9,467 30,158
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TABLE 15.— Continued.
NORTH DAKOTA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX OIL AND BAS OIL COAL
REVENUES PRODUCTION EXTRACTION PRODUCTION
1970 3,198 3,198
1971 3,166 3,166
1972 3,306 3,306
1973 3,140 3,140
1974 4,358 4,358
1975 6,880 6,880
1976 12,594 8,283 4,311
1977 15,418 9,288 6,130
1978 18,619 10,730 7,889
1979 25,503 13,533 11,970
1980 43,927 29,687 14,240
1981 103,390 63,908 23,652 15,830
1982 186,685 79,908 89,317 17,460
1983 184,527 79,764 87,017 17,746
1984 199,553 85,313 91,480 22,760
1985 176,278 73,067 77,854 25,357
OKLAHOMA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX GROSS GAS PETROLEUM
REVENUES PRODUCTION CONSERV’TN. EXCISE
1970 50,539 49,350 1,189
1971 51,280 50,099 1,181
1972 73,342 72,164 1,178
1973 71,456 70,326 1,130
1974 96,980 95,898 1,082
1975 128,096 126,358 1,238
1976 151,316 150,071 1.245
1977 191,351 189,180 2,171
1978 230,368 215,925 11,807 2,636
1979 280,982 241,995 36,027 2,960
1980 436,098 403,758 27,519 4,821
1981 601,486 572,787 21,775 6,924
1982 742,701 717,911 16.129 8,661
1983 777,687 756,691 11,994 9,002
1984 703,733 684,360 11,140 8,238
1985 708,816 691,350 9,036 8,430
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09
SOUTH DAKOTA SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX MINERAL OIL AND CONSERVATIO ORE
REVENUES PRODUCTION GAS TAX
1970 16 16
1971 X X
1972 X X
1973 X X
1974 X X
1975 X X
1976 310 310 X
1977 536 536 X
1978 872 526 346 X
1979 884 564 320 X
1980 2,423 1,986 437 X
1981 6,079 4,809 1,270 X
1982 9,299 8,440 859 X
1983 5,676 4,823 853 X
1984 8,910 7,353 791 766 X
1985 4,521 3,564 865 92 X
EXAS SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX CRUDE NATURAL & SULPHUR OIL & GAS
REVENUES OIL CSN5HD.GAS REGULATION
1970 273,213 170,449 96,377 4,235 2,152
1971 307,924 192,474 108,309 4,291 2,350
1972 311,979 190,785 114,380 4,611 2,203
1973 339,757 207,522 124,902 4,959 2,374
1974 523,745 344,832 171,068 5,516 2,329
1975 666,876 402,553 257,325 4,787 2,211
1976 800,693 429,105 364,588 4,790 2,210
1977 907,281 426,373 474,318 4,480 2,110
1978 959,686 435,223 517,844 4,636 1,983
1979 1,025,550 464,820 554,354 4,533 1,843
1980 1,525,118 783,772 734,246 5,181 1,919
1981 2,197,682 1,288,669 901,932 4,796 2,235
1982 2,378,601 1,315,131 1,057,057 4,754 1,659
1983 2,254,728 1,188,483 1,061,227 3,414 1,604
1984 2,218,760 1,118,365 1,095,495 3,383 1,527
1985 2,175,337 1,041,756 1,127,938 4,007 1,636
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TABLE 15.— Continued.
UTAH SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX OIL & SAS MINE
REVENUES PRODUCTION OCCUPATION
1970 4,272 1,264 3,008
1971 4,671 1,297 3,374
1972 3,938 1,432 2,506
1973 3,913 1,530 2,383
1974 5,292 2,421 2,871
1975 6,239 5,896 342
1976 11,723 6,992 4,731
1977 8,931 6,441 2,490
1978 8,926 6,643 2,283
1979 8,993 6,175 2,818
1980 10,584 6,978 3.606
1981 16,041 11,661 4,380
1982 22,295 18,040 4,255
1983 19,688 17,354 2,334
1984 38,416 34,763 3,653
1985 49,353 48,592 761
NY0MIN6 SEVERANCE TAX COLLECTIONS ($000)
TOTAL TAX MINERAL MINERAL COAL OIL & GAS OIL & GAS
REVENUES EXCISE EXCISE PRODUCTION CONSERV’ TN,
1970 4,268 4,268
1971 4,877 4,877
1972 5,075 5,075
1973 5,307 5,307
1974 5,086 5,086
1975 18,543 367
1976 40,974 38,791 1,525 293 375
1977 46,969 43,732 1,925 997 315
1978 66,021 44,116 3,766 17,716 423
1979 87,419 54,912 1,921 30,278 308
1980 105,700 60,418 2,106 42,943 233
1981 138,325 74,228 3,410 59,938 749
1982 389,361 285,055 101,598 2,708
1983 388,896 269,355 117,765 1,776
1984 388,300 265,883 121,133 1,284
1985 404,031 277,555 125,683 793
Source: U . S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 
State Government Tax Collections. 1970 - 1985.
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Appendix B: Severance Tax Rates and Dedications For Twelve 
Study States
ALASKA - See text.
COLORADO 
Oil and gas 
severance tax 
C39-29-105 C.R.S.)
2 to 5% of 
gross 
income, 
depending 
on income, 
with
exemption 
and credit
50% to state severance 
tax trust fund; 50% to 
local government 
severance tax fund 
(39-29-108 C.R.S.)
Oil shale 
(39-29-107 C.R.S
4% of 
gross 
proceeds, 
with
exemption 
and credit
same as above
Coal severance 
tax
(39-29-106 C.R.S.)
GO el/ton 
and surtax 
with
exemption 
and credits
same as above
Colorado statutes note that the severance tax 
recognizes an irretrievable loss, and is intended to capture 
a portion of the lost wealth through an excise tax on non­
renewable resources sold for profit. The statutes also 
recognize the severance tax as a potential source of revenue 
used for public services, with a portion held in perpetual 
trust, and a portion to local governments to offset impacts 
of development (39-29 C.R.S.).
The state trust fund, which the legislature created in 
1977, is perpetual, to be held in trust as replacement for 
depleted natural resources and for development and 
conservation of state water resources (39-29-109 C.R.S.). 
Income goes to the state general fund. The revenues in the 
local government trust fund go to impacted political 
subdivisions for public facilities and services; to replace 
property revenues lost when severance tax payments were 
allowed to be deducted from mine value ; and to 
municipalities where mine employees are located (39-29-110 
C.R.S.).
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COLORADO cont’d.
In 1905, the legislature appropriated $3 million from 
the state severance tax trust fund to the Colorado Advanced 
Technology Institute (CATI) to contruct the superconducting 
supoercollider accelerator and its facilities (Chapter 135, 
1985). The CATI is set up to promote, support, and enhance 
education and research programs in fields of advanced 
technology, with initial priority in the area of 
electronics, computer science and related programs (23-11- 
101 C.R.S.). The legislature also directed that funding for 
fiscal years 1903 - 1904 be from sources other than the 
general fund; after, it is to be funded by an equitable 
match of state and non-state dollars.
IDAHO
Oil and gas 
production tax 
(47-331 I.e.)
2% of 
market 
value 
with
exemption
00% to state general 
fund; 20% to county 
of production
Coal license 
tax
(47-1201 I.e.)
2% of net 
value of 
ore mined 
or royalty 
received, 
with
deductions
State general fund
Through 1902, no oil or gas had been produced in Idaho.
LOUISIANA 
Oil and gas 
severance tax 
(LSA-R.S.47-633)
oil: 12.5% 
of gross 
value with 
reductions; 
gas : 7 oi/mcf 
with
reductions; 
distillate : 
12,5% of 
gross value
One-fifth of revenues 
to parish of production, 
not to exceed $500,000 
per parish per year ; the 
rest to the state 
general fund
MONTANA See text.
NEW MEXICO 
Oil and gas 
severance tax 
(7-29 NMSA 1970)
oil:3.75% of 
price r a c ’d, 
gas : 0.7 d 
per m c f , 
surtax
Extraction taxes suspense 
fund (ETSF), with net 
receipts transferred to 
severance tax bonding 
f und
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Oil and gas
conservation
tax
(7-30 NMSA 1978)
Oil and gas 
privilege tax 
(7-31 NMSA 1978)
Natural gas 
processors tax 
(7-33 NMSA 1978)
Coal severance 
excise tax 
(7-28 NMSA 1978)
.19% of 
taxable 
value, with 
adjustments
3.15% of
taxable
value
.45% of 
value, with 
exemptions
57 d/ton for 
surface- 
mined coal, 
55 d/ton for 
underground- 
mined coal, 
with surtax
ETSF, with 93% of the 
receipts transferred to 
the oil conservation 
fund
ETSF
ETSF
ETSF, with net receipts 
transferred to severance 
tax bonding fund
Coal resources .75% of
excise tax taxable
(7-25 NMSA 1978) value
ETSF
After statutory disbursements are made from the ETSF, 
the balance goes to the state general fund (7-1-6 NMSA). 
There is also an oil and gas ad valorem property tax.
New Mexico has a severance tax permanent fund 
established in the state Constitution (Article VIII, Section 
10), adopted by the voters in 1976 by a three-to-two margin. 
The provision requires that part of the revenues derived 
from severance taxes in excess of the amount reserved for 
the state bonding program shall be deposited in the 
permanent fund.
Although the constitutional provision had originally 
allowed money in the permanent fund to be appropriated by a 
three-fourths vote of the members of each house of the 
legislature, voters deleted this provision and a new 
provision, passed narrowly in 1982, states that the money in 
the permanent fund shall not be expended. Funds are to be 
invested by law to provide income and stimulate the state 
economy on a continuing basis. The income is used first for 
transfers for the bonding program, and the rest can be 
appropriated. Since 1981, the income balance has been 
transferred to the state general fund (7-27 NMSA 1978).
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NORTH DAKOTA
Oil and gas 5% of gross 20% to state generalproduction tax value on Fund; balance to counties(57-51 NDCC) production and state general Fund
Oil and gas 6.5% of Oil extraction tax
extraction tax gross value development Fund
(57-51.1 NDCC) with
exemptions
Coal production 85 C/ton Coal development
tax (exampts (1979 base) Fund
certain coal) plus esca-
(57-61 NDCC) ator clause 
using whole­
sale price 
index
Article X, Section 21 of the North Dakota Constitution, 
approved by the voters in 1900, requires that not less than 
15% of the coal severance tax revenue shall be placed in a 
permanent trust Fund (see coal development Fund); this Fund 
is to be held in trust and invested by law. Funds may be 
loaned to political subdivisions impacted by coal 
development. The interest is used First to replace 
uncollectable loans From the Fund, and then the balance goes 
to the state general Fund.
The oil extraction tax development Fund, established by 
initiative and approved by the voters in 1980, is designed 
toprovide For adequate water supplies For the state. Ten 
percent oF the Funds go into a sinking Fund For water 
development bonds ; the excess in the sinking Fund goes into 
the resources trust Fund. The remaining 90% goes to the 
state general Fund. The principal and income oF the 
resources trust Fund may be spent by the legislature For 
water systems, energy conservation and renewable energy 
systems, and cogeneration and waste utilization projects.
Funds in the coal development fund are distributed as 
Follows; 15% to the state permanent Fund ; 35% For grants by 
the energy development impact office to coal impact areas ; 
20% to coal-producing counties ; 30% to the state general 
Fu n d .
OKLAHOMA 
Oil and gas 
production tax 
(68 Oki.St.Ann. 
Section 1001)
7% of gross 
value
Two-sevenths of the 
revenues go to the state 
general Fund; the remain­
ing revenues are 
distributed as Follows : 
For oil - 80% to state
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Gas conservation 
excise tax 
C60 O k l .S t .A n n . 
Sections 1107, 
1108)
7 É/mcF, 
with
deductions
general fund; For gas - 
78% to teachers retire­
ment system, and 2% to 
state general Fund ; For 
both oil and gas, 10% to 
county oF development For 
county highway Funds and 
10% to county oF develop­
ment For school districts
State general Fund
Petroleum excise 
tax C6B Okl.St. 
Ann.Section 1101)
7/32 e;/ 
barrel oF 
oil, 2 d/ 
mcF gas
Oil - 93.G5% to conser­
vation Fund and 6.35% to 
interstate oil compact 
Fund; gas - 89% to 
conservation Fund and 
11% to interstate oil 
compact Fund
Conservation Fund pays expenses of oil and gas 
conservation department. Interstate oil compact Fund pays 
For state participation in the interstate oil compact 
commission, with the unexpended balance going to the 
conservation Fund.
SOUTH DAKOTA 
Mineral severance 
tax on all energy 
minerals 
C10-39A SDCL)
Conservation 
excise tax on 
energy minerals 
(10-398 SDCL)
4.5% oF 
taxable 
value (sales 
price or 
market value 
less royalty
2.4 mills oF
taxable
value
One-halF to county oF 
production; one-sixth to 
energy development impact 
Fund; one-third to state 
general Fund
State general Fund
The energy development impact Fund, created in 1979, is 
designed to offset economic, social and physical impacts of 
energy development and production. The balance in the 
account cannot exceed $100,000; any excess over $100,000 is 
credited to the state general fund.
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TEXAS
Gas production 
tax eu.I.e.A . .Tax 
Code Section 201)
Oil production 
tax CU.C.T .A .,Tax 
Code Section 202)
7.5% of 
market value 
of gas, with 
exclusions
4.6% of 
market value 
of oil or 
4.6 tS/ 
barrel of 
oil, which­
ever is 
greater
.5% for administration 
and enforcement; of the 
balance, one-fourth to 
school foundation fund 
and three-fourths to 
state general fund
Same as above
UTAH
Mine occupation 
tax on oil, gas 
coal CUCA 59-5)
4% of value 
with
exemptions
State general fund
WYOMING 
Mineral excise 
tax on minerals 
Cincl. energy) 
C39-6-302Ca) USA)
2% of value 
of gross 
product ; 
underground 
coal at 1.5%
State permanent mineral 
trust fund
Mineral excise 
tax on valuable 
minerals, includ­
ing oil, gas, 
coal
C39-6-302Cb) USA)
2% of gross 
production 
C l .25% on 
underground 
coal )
State general fund
Coal taxes 1.5% of 
gross prod. 
(exempts 
underground 
coal )
State water development 
account or state general 
fund C39-6-302Cc) and 
39—6—305 USA)
1% of gross 
production
Highway fund 
C39-6-302Cd) USA)
.5% of 
gross prod.
State permanent mineral 
trust fund 
C39-6-302Ce) USA)
1.5% of 
gross prod.
Capital facilities 
revenue account 
C39-6-3G2Cf) USA)
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2% of gross 
value ;
expires when 
account 
reaches $160 
million
Impact tax revenue 
account C39-6-303Ca) USA)
Oil and 
taxes:
gas 2% of market 
value
1.5% of 
market value 
(effective 
1985 through 
1989, in lieu 
of both 
mineral 
excise taxes 
and the 2% 
tax listed 
above)
Trust and agency fund 
(39-G-302(g) USA)
State permanent mineral 
trust fund 
(39-6-302(g) USA)
Voters established the permanent mineral trust fund 
(94-4-204 USA) in 1974 to provide a future financial base 
after the natural resources are depleted. The trust fund is 
inviolate, and is invested or loaned to political 
subdivisions; interest is deposited in the state general 
fund.
The capital facilities revenue account (39-8-306 USA) 
is used primarily for school district capital construction 
and highways.
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APPENDIX C: Montana Coal Tax Allocations 1375 — 1987.
TABLE IB.— Montana Coal Severance Tax Distribution (Percent)
General Permanent Local Education Alternative Renewable
Fund Trust Fund Impact Trust Energy Resources
July,1975 -  June, 1977 40.000 - 17.500 10.000 2.500 2.500
through June,1979 30.000 25.000 12.648 7.228 1.875 1.875
through Dec.,1979 29.625 25.000 13.125 15.000 1.875 1.875
through Sep.,1931 19.000 50.000 8.750 10.000 2.500 1.250
through June,1983 19.000 50.000 8.750 10.000 2.250 1.250
through June,1983 19.000 50.000 8.750 10.000 2.250 0.625
fiscal year 1986 23.750 50.000 3.000 10.000 1.250 0.625
fiscal year 1987 23.100 50.000 2.640 0.000 1.100 0.550
fiscal years 1998-1989 16.340 50.000 6.650 7.600 1.710 0.475
County Land School Park Trust Coal Mining Parks Coal Area
Planning Equalization and Legacy Counties Acquisition Highways
July,1975 - June,1977 1.000 10.000 1.250 4.000 1.250 10.000
through June, 1979 0.750 7.500 0.938 1.500 0.938 9.750
through Dec.,1979 0.750 7.500 3.750 1.500 - -
through Sep.,1981 0.500 5.000 2.500 - - -
through June,1983 0.500 5.000 2.500 - - -
through June, 1985 0.500 5.000 2.500 - - -
fiscal year 1986 0.500 5.000 2.500 - - -
fiscal year 1987 0.440 13.200 0.000 - - -
fisca l years 1983-1989 0.330 3.800 0.000 - - -
State Conservation Water Highway
Library D istricts Development Reconstruction
July,1975 - June,1977 - - - -
through June,1979 - - - -
through Dec.,1979 - - - -
through Sep.,1981 0.500 - -
through June,1983 0.500 0.250 - -
through June,1985 0.500 0.250 0.625 -
fiscal year 1986 0.500 0.250 0.625 2.000
fiscal year 1987 0.440 0.220 0.550 7.760
fiscal years 1988-1989 0.380 0.190 0.475 12.000
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TABLE 17.— Montana Coal Severanca Tax Distribution (Dollars)
Fiscal General Constitutional Local Educational Alternative Renewable
Year Fund Trust Fund Iflpact Trust Energy Resources
1976 10,586,335 - 3,855,567 2,203,181 550,795 550,795
1977 14,362,422 - 6,283,560 3,590,606 897,651 897,651
1978 11,241,695 6,268,016 4,798,525 2,742,014 702,598 702,598
1979 12,806,812 10,672,277 5,399,195 3,085,254 800,420 800,420
1980 20,222,579 23,024,226 9,030,162 8,995,772 1,514,667 1,302,518
1931 13,378,906 35,207,511 6,161,314 7,041,502 1,760,376 880,188
1982 16,375,501 43,093,423 7,541,349 8,618,685 2,005,346 1,077,336
1*83 15,208,546 40,022,491 7,003,936 8,004,498 1,801,012 1,000,562
1984 15,736,452 41,411,716 7,247,050 8,282,343 1,863,527 624,224
1985 17,432,284 45,874,428 8,028,025 9,174,896 2,064,349 573,430
1986 20,001,588 42,108,607 2,526,516 8,421,721 1,052,715 526,353
I 1937 18,166,696 39,321,852 2,076,194 0 865,081 432,540
Fiscal County Land School Park Trust Coal Mining Parks Coal Area
Year Planning Equalization and Legacy Counties Acquisition Highways
1976 220,318 2,203,181 275,398 1,040,493 275,398 2,203,181
1977 359,061 3.590,606 448,826 1,436,242 448,826 3,590,606
1978 281,039 2,810,392 351,299 748,076 351,299 3,374,514
1979 320,168 3,201,679 400,210 640,336 400,210 4,162,183
1980 521,007 5,210,070 2,089,639 872,294 171,799 1,786,708
1981 352,075 3,520,751 1,760,376 - - -
1982 430,934 4,309,342 2,154,671 - — -
1983 400,225 4,002,249 2,001,125 - — -
1984 414,117 4,141,172 2,070,565 - - -
19E5 458,744 4,587,443 2,293,721 - - -
1996 421,086 4.210,861 2,105,430 - - -
t 1937 346,032 10,380,969 0
Fiscal State Conservation Water Highway t Estimated
Year Library D istricts Development fieconstructior1 Source; 1976-1984; Coal Tax
Oversight Subcommittee
1976 - - - - Report, Nov. 1984;
1977 - - - - 1935-1987; Legislative
1978 - - - - Fiscal Analyst Report,
1979 - - - - July 1986 and update.
1930 383,568 - - - September 1986.
1931 352,075 - - -
1°B2 430,934 99,325 - - Note: These figures do not
1933 400,225 200,112 - - include diversions made
1924 414,117 207,059 411,069 - by the legislature in
1935 453,744 229,372 573,430 - 1985 or thereafter from
1986 420,086 210,543 526,358 1,684,344 individual accounts. See
1 1987 346,032 173,016 432,540 6,102,751 text.
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Appendix D: History of Montana’s Coal Severance Tax
Earmarked Accounts^
State General Fund
The state’s general fund does not receive a specific 
allocation of coal tax revenues; it receives the revenues 
remaining after allocations to the Constitutional Trust Fund 
and all other earmarked accounts. It also receives money 
from the trust fund earnings. The percentages of coal tax 
revenues going to the general fund have ranged from a high 
of H0% in 1975 (before the Trust Fund was established) to a 
low of 16.3H% expected for fiscal years 1908 and 1989. 
Because the 1985 legislature reduced allocations to the 
alternative energy and local impact programs, the general 
fu n d ’s share of coal tax revenues increased to 23.75% for 
fiscal year 1986 from the 19% rate effective 1980-1985.
During the budget crunch of the 1986-1987 biennium, the 
legislature, in the 1986 special session, made several 
changes to supplement the state general fund:
1. Chapter 3 CHB15): reallocated the 5% of coal severance 
tax revenues going to the parks trust fund to the general 
fund for the period July 1, 1906 through June 30, 1989;
2. Chapter 5 CHB23): appropriated $680,000 for fiscal
year 1906 and $1 million for fiscal year 1987 from the coal 
board (local impact account) to the general fund ;
‘ Does not include Constitutional Trust Fund which is 
already covered in the text of this report.
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3. Chapter 8 CHB39): transferred $1 million for fiscal
year 1986 and $350,000 for fiscal year 1987 from the 
alternative energy account to the general fund.
Local Impact and Education Trust
This account, established in 1975, receives coal tax 
money for two distinct purposes. 15-35-108 MCA provides for 
the allocation of a certain percentage of coal tax revenues 
to the joint account; 90-6-205 MCA provides for the division 
of revenue between the two accounts.
The local impact funds are used to award grants and 
loans through the Coal Board to local governments, state 
agencies, and Indian tribes to assist them in providing 
governmental services and facilities that are needed as a 
direct result of coal development C90-6-202,211). The 
education trust funds cannot be spent; the income from the 
trust, however, is used for the public school foundation 
program C67.5%), the university system (22.5%) and adult ed 
and vo-techs (10%). The balance in the trust as of June 30, 
1986 was $79.8 million, which generated earnings of $9.6 
million in fiscal year 1986. Up until 1903, the 10% going to 
vo-techs and adult ed had been re-invested in the educa­
tional trust; the legislature made the change at the request 
of the Office of Public Instruction, with support from the 
Coal Tax Oversight Subcommittee (CTOS).
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The allocation to the joint account has ranged from
27.5% of total coal tax revenues in 1975 to 2.64% in Fiscal 
year 1907. During the same period, local impact’s share of 
the account decreased from over 63% from 1975 through 1979 
to 47% in Fiscal years 1988 and 1989, although for fiscal 
year 1987, it is to receive the entire amount allocated to 
the joint account C 2 .64%).
In an attempt to help balance the state budget, the
1985 legislature lowered the percentage going to the Joint 
account to 13% for fiscal year 1986, and lowered the local 
impact’s share to 23% of the joint account. Of this money 
reallocated from the joint account for 1986 and 1987, about
2/3 will go to public schools and the rest to the highway
reconstruction account. In the June, 1986 Special Session, 
this same legislature again amended the amount going to the 
joint account from 13% to 2.64%, with the difference reallo­
cated to the state school equalization account, effective 
until July 1, 1987 (Chapter 19, SB13).
This same special session bill allowed the entire 
amount in the joint account for that fiscal year to be spent 
on local impacts, thus reducing the percentage going to the 
education trust to zero. In effect, local impact’s share of 
total coal tax revenues has gone from 17.5% in 1975 to 3% in
1986 and 2.64% in 1987.
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In addition to these reductions, the Legislature twice 
appropriated money from the local impact account to help 
balance the state budget. The 1985 legislature, in regular 
session, appropriated $750,000 from the local impact account 
to the School Foundation Program for 1906. At the special 
session in 1986, the legislature appropriated even more 
money from the local impact account to the general fund: in 
fiscal year 1986, $680,000 will be transferred from the
local impact account to the state general fund; in fiscal 
year 1987, $1 million will be appropriated to the state 
general fund (Chapter 5, HB23).
Alternative Enerou
The legislature established the Alternative Energy 
Resource Development and Demonstration Account (also 
referred to as the Renewable Energy and Conservation 
Program) to award grants for research, development, and 
demonstration of alternative energy resources, with the goal 
of reducing the state’s reliance on fossil fuels (90-4-103 
MCA). The Renewable Energy Bureau of the Department of 
Natural Resources (DNRC) administers the account, and is 
assisted by the Renewable Energy Advisory Council and the 
Gasohol and Biofuels Advisory Council in making evaluations 
for recommendations for funding. The DNRC director makes the 
final decisions.
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The alternative energy share oF total coal tax revenues 
has ranged from a high of 2.5% in 1976 and 1977, and 1980 
and 1981, to a low of 1.1% in fiscal year 1987. During the 
fiscal crisis of 1985, the legislature temporarily lowered 
the percentage for the 1986-1987 biennium, with the differ­
ence going to the state’s general fund and highways program. 
There was also an unsuccessful proposal during the regular 
1985 session to eliminate the entire alternative energy 
program and apply the funds instead to vo-tech centers.
As with the local impact account, legislators also 
appropriated funds directly from this coal tax account to 
help balance the state’s budget. The 1985 legislature, in 
regular session, appropriated $1 million each year for 1986 
and 1987 from the alternative energy account to the Depart­
ment of Commerce for the new Montana Science and Technology 
Board, although the board was not immune from the budget- 
balancing ax either. The June, 1986 special session reduced 
this appropriation from $2 million to $1,963,610 (HB30). In 
this same bill, lawmakers transferred another $1 million for 
fiscal year 1986 and $350,000 for fiscal year 1987 from the 
alternative energy account to the state general fund.
Renewable Resource Development Program (RRDP)
This program, set up in 1975 and administered by DNRC’s 
Water Development Bureau, is to be used for the development
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of renewable natural resources to replace the nonreneuiable 
resource being depleted 00-2-101 to -128 MCA). DNRC 
receives applications For Funding and makes recommendations 
to the governor, who makes recommendations to the Legisla­
ture, which makes the Final decision. RRDP's share oF coal 
tax revenues has decreased steadily From 2.5% in 1975 to 
.175% in 1988 and 1989.
Originally, there was no earmarking within the account. 
However, in 1981, the legislature established the Following 
earmarking For the program (90-2-113 MCA):
15% For timber stand improvement;
40% For water development projects;
15% For agricultural land improvements ;
10% to conservation districts ;
20% For other projects, except that For the period July 
1, 1983 through June 30, 1989, three-Fourths is to be used 
For the Montana Rangeland Resources Act.
ConFusing matters even more, loan applicants For RRDP 
Funds For water development projects can also apply to the 
water development loan and grant program, Funded in part by 
direct coal tax appropriations and the Resource Indemnity 
Tax. These projects may be ranked in both programs and may 
be granted From one program or the other, depending on 
ranking and available Funding.
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Countu Land Planning
This account was originally set up in 1975 to last four 
years, but the 1977 legislature removed the ending date. The 
percentage has decreased as a result of the constitutional 
trust fund and highway reconstruction allocations from 1% in 
1975 to .38% in 1988 and 1989.
Funds are distributed to each county so that each 
receives at least $3,000, with the remainder distributed on 
the basis of land area and population. Funds are to be used 
for mapping, subdivision review, housing studies, solid 
waste management, or sanitation planning as well as compre­
hensive planning, economic development planning, and capital 
improvement planning. Funds not spent by each county revert 
to the education trust fund (90-1-108 MCA).
County appropriations can range from 30 - 100% of a 
county’s total expenditures for county land planning ; many 
counties still use the funds for regulatory functions. In 
1981, county appropriations ranged from $4,305 (Bolden 
Valley) to $32,156 (Yellowstone).^
School Equalization
Since 1975, the percentage going to school equalization 
has decreased only because of the constitutional trust fund.
Correspondence, Montana Department of Commerce, undated
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This percentage, which was at 10% in 1975, has been at 5% 
since 1960. The school equalization program also receives 
money From the interest on the education trust Fund.
In the special session oF 1986, lawmakers changed the 
allocation to the local impact and education trust From
11.44% oF total coal tax revenues to 2.64%, and reallocated 
that money to the school equalization account, raising the 
allocation From 4.44% oF total coal tax revenues to 13.2%, 
eFFective until July 1, 1987 (Chapter 19, SB13).
Parks Acquisition and Parks Trust and Leoacu Fund
This Joint Fund was originally established in 1975, 
with one halF oF its revenues going to each oF two accounts : 
1) parks acquisition, and 21 the parks trust and legacy 
Fund. In 1979, the allocation to the parks acquisition Fund 
ended. Although the revenue in the trust cannot be spent, 
the legislature can appropriate the trust income. The 
balance in the parks acquisition and cultural projects trust 
Fund as oF June 30, 1986 was $16.2 million; the Fund earned
$2.5 million in interest in Fiscal year 1986.
The legislature set up the accounts so that money in 
the parks acquisition account and the interest on the parks 
trust Fund would be used For the purchase oF park sites and 
areas. In 1977, the legislature amended the program so that
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the funds could also be used to operate and maintain the 
purchased sites, for protection of works of art in the 
capitol, and other cultural and aesthetic projects. Since 
1979, the trust and legacy fund’s income has been allocated 
1/3 for preservation of works of art in the capitol and 
other cultural and aesthetic projects, and 2/3 for acquisi­
tion, operation and maintenance of park sites (15-35-108 
MCA) .
In 1985, the legislature authorized for four years the 
use of parks acquisition funds for the development, opera­
tion and maintenance of all state parks, not Just those
acquired with coal tax funds as the earlier program had been
restricted, and placed the administration of the cultural 
and aesthetic grants program under the Montana Arts Council.
During the June, 1986 special session of the legisla­
ture, the legislature again changed this program so that 
the 1985 change applied permanently, not simply for the four 
years as originally planned. The legislature also reallo­
cated the 2.5% of coal tax revenues that had been going to
the parks trust fund to the state general fund, for the 
period July 1, 1986 through June 30, 1989. For that period,
no money will be going to the parks trust fund CChapter 3, 
HB15).
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In 1982, the CTOS reviewed the trust fund and ques­
tioned whether to allow unlimited growth of the fund or to 
cap it. It considered a $15 million cap, with the balance 
thereafter going to the general fund. The Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks suggested allowing the fund to 
accumulate until the income from the fund would be capable 
of replacing its general fund appropriation. Presently, 
there is no c a p .^
Coal Minina Counties
From the beginning of the 30% coal tax rate until 1979, 
coal mining counties received a direct percentage of the 
coal severance tax. For each calendar year prior to January 
1, 1980, counties received 3 cents per ton or 4% of the
severance tax paid on the coal mined in the county, which­
ever was higher. For calendar years after December 31, 1979, 
the allocation was 3 cents per ton or 3.5% of the tax. The 
money could be used for any purpose the county governing 
body wanted.
The 1977 legislature lowered the percentage going to 
coal mining counties to 2%, and placed an ending date on the 
allocation of January 1, 1980. With the constitutional trust 
fund allocation, the percentage going to coal mining
® Report of the Coal Tax Oversioht Committee. Montana 
Legislative Council, November, 1982, pp.5-6.
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counties decreased From 4% in 1376 and 1377 to 1.5% in 1378 
and 1373. The dedication ended in 1373.
Coal Area Hiohwaus
The 1375 legislature originally set up a coal area 
highway program to be funded for four years by 10% of the 
coal tax revenues. However, the 1377 legislature raised the 
percentage to 13% for 1378 and 1373, which resulted, after 
the constitutional trust fund allocation, in an allocation 
of 9.75% of total coal tax revenues. This money was used for 
construction and reconstruction of highways which serve the 
area affected by large scale coal development. It ended 
after the initial four year period ended.
State Library
This dedication began in 1380, with the funds going to 
the State Library Commission to provide basic library 
services to all citizens through library federations, and to 
pay the costs of participating in regional and national 
networking.'^ It is the only statewide commitment to library 
funding for staff, inter-library loans, book purchases and 
other services.® The percentage has been steady at .5% since
^ Rsappraisina Montana*s Coal Severance Tax. Montana 
Legislative Council, November, 1384, p.3.
* Report on the Potential Uses of Coal Tax Trust Fund 
For Economic Development, Montana Economic Development 
Board, January, 1385, p.8-10.
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1980, and will decrease beginning in 1987 because of the 
highway reconstruction trust account. In 1906, the 5% 
across-the-board budget cuts decreased the coal tax grant 
appropriation by $22,309 for fiscal year 1907.*
Conservation Districts
When the 1901 legislature reduced the alternative 
energy account, it redirected the difference into a fund for 
conservation districts. The money goes to DNRC to distribute 
to conservation districts on the basis of financial need and 
public and conservation benefits, for planning, feasibility 
studies or construction ; the projects must result in applied 
improved conservation practices (76-15-530 MCA). The 
percentage has been steady at .25% since it went into effect 
in 1983, but will also decrease because of the highway trust 
allocation beginning in 1986.
Water Development Program
When the 1981 legislature reduced the Renewable 
Resources Development Program by half, it allocated the 
difference to a newly created water development program, 
which also receives 30% of the interest income from the 
Resource Indemnity Trust Account. Along with the water 
development account, the legislature created a water
* Montana Office of the Legislative Fiscal Analyst, 
Aooropriations Report. Julu. 1986. p. 151.
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development bond fund, funded by constitutional trust fund 
revenues. The fund finances bonds for water resource 
development projects designed to provide, during and after 
extensive coal mining, a healthy economy, alleviation of 
social and economic impacts created by coal development, and 
a clean and healthful environment for present and future 
generations C17-5-701 MCA). This financing provides an 
interest subsidy on the bonds, the first actual appropri­
ation of the trust.
DNRC administers the water development program, which 
gives grants to government and private entities to promote 
and advance the beneficial use of Montana water, including 
projects pertaining to hydropower, irrigation, dams, 
recreation, erosion and saline seep control. The percentage 
of coal tax revenues going directly to water development has 
remained constant at .625% of total coal tax revenues since 
1303, and will decrease to .4:75% in 1388 and 1389. A 1385 
law now allows DNRC to request up to 10% of the funds 
available for grants from this account to be used for 
emergencies (85-1-605 M C A ) .
During the fiscal crisis of 1386, the legislature used 
$353,030 of water development program funds to replace 
general fund money in the water engineering bureau. This
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replacement eliminates general fund support for the water 
engineering bureau for 1987.'='
Highwau Reconstruction Trust Account
As part of Governor Schwinden’s ‘Build Montana' 
program, the 1983 legislature established a statewide 
highway reconstruction trust account to accumulate over 10 
years to pay for construction work on primary highways. The 
account is funded from fuel taxes, federal mineral royalties 
and part of the coal severance tax (60-3-218 MCA).
This is not the first time highway reconstruction has 
been financed with coal tax revenues : in 1981, the legisla­
ture appropriated $2 million for each year of the biennium 
from the interest on the trust fund to a highway account for 
reconstruction of primary and secondary highways. It also 
appropriated over $17 million to a highway earmarked account 
for the same biennium from that portion of the general fund 
received from oil severance taxes and the interest on the 
constitutional trust fund.
The 1383 legislature scheduled this highway reconstruc­
tion trust account allocation to begin in July, 1986: 6% for 
fiscal year 1987 and 12% through 1993. This allocation is 
’’off the top", along with the constitutional trust fund
Ibid., p.114.
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allocation, so that all other coal tax funded programs will 
see their percentages reduced as a result of this squeeze.
The 1385 legislature, however, directed that the 
account should be funded prior to 1986 ̂ When it reduced the 
alternative energy and local impact accounts for the 1986- 
1987 biennium, it reallocated the money to the highway 
reconstruction trust fund and the general fund. Consequent­
ly, the account will receive 2% of coal tax revenues in 
fiscal year 1986 and 7.76% in fiscal year 1987, and 12% 
thereafter.
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